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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The present thesis comprises a number of papers and describes cer

tain aspects of the mechanics of plastic deformation processes. 

By means of metal deformation processes rather complex shapes of 

products can be realised, for which the original geometry of the 

billet has to be changed drastically. 

In metals industry there is a demand for the analysis of these pro• 

ceases, in order to obtain a better understanding of the influence 

of certain conditions on the operations. One of these items is know

ledge whether the occurring stresses on the tool are admissible. 

Other items are the analyses of material flow or of the eftect of 

lubricants. Apart from realizing a specific shape, most investiga

tions have the objective to improve the tool-design and to extend 

the tool-life. 

Nowadays the demand for accurate analysis methods is increasing, 

because the product shapes become more complex and several effects 

- as changing contact area, friction or elastic spring-back - do 

influence the final results of the process in such an extent that 

they may not be neglected anymore. 

In the thesis is described the way of using the finite element me

thod for the analysis of these metalforming processes. This required 

a redefinition of the finite element formulation with special atten

tion to the nonlinear governing equations for the material behaviour 

and the deformation process. The study has led to an adequate and 



economical solution method. This result is based on the interaction 

between the development of the theory and the calculation by means of 

that theory on realistic problems on one hand and the experimental 

verification of those problems on the other. The experiments were 

carried out using an optical-mechanical measuring method, not used 

earlier in this field of application. 

Explanatory notes on the subject 

The subjects of this thesis are aspects of a continuum mechanics ap

proach to metalforming processes rather than details of a technolo

gical approach or plasticity theory as such. The aspects cover ex

perimental, analytical and numerical methods to be applied for cer

tain technological deformation processes. To be more specific, in the 

next paragraphs attention will be focussed to the application, the 

finite element computer programme and the experiments. 

or all plastic deformation processes the attention is focussed main

ly to the backward extrusion process. This is a relatively cheap de

formation technology for realising a lot of difficult shapes of pro

ducts. However, the tools for it must often be designed via a time

consuming and costly trial-and-error process. 

In a structural mechanics approach a plastic deformation process can 

be regarded as a non-steady process, in which the geometric form and 

the state of the material changes continuously throughout the opera

tions. Derivation of a proper finite element formulation to deal with 

these items is necessary. Once this formulation is available the me

thod seems to be applicable to other transient processes and may in

clude effects of friction. Above that, it is to be expected that the 

formulation can be extended to cover realistic material behaviour by 

accounting for anisotropic workhardening and temperature - and strain

rate-effects. 

As yet the investigations are confined to the analysis of the first 
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stage. of the backward extrusion process (almost identical to upset

ting) on axial-symmetric geometries including the initiation of the 

free (rising) boundary under quasi-static and isothermal conditions. 

Initially it is assumed that the material properties are not affec

ted by anisotropy-, time- or temperature effects. In the practical 

examples the material under consideration is commercially pure alu

minium, exhibiting an anisotropic workhardening behaviour. However, 

these effects were incorporated into the study at a later stage. 

At the start of the study in 1975 it was already stated, that its 

purpose was not to develop a computer programme based on the finite 

element method and suited to analyse large strain plasticity pro

blems, but that use should be made of existing finite element pro

grammes as far as possible. From an inventory of commercially avai

lable computer programmes and the little literature at that time 

available in this field of application, the theory of Hibbitt, Mar

cal and Rice ( 1970) seemed to possess the best prospects. As a con

tinuing development on this total Lagrange description, MoMeeking 

and Rice (1975) proposed the so-called updated Lagrange formulation. 

The mathematical description offered by this theory was adopted as 

the most appropriate manner to model the non-steady deformation pro

cesses under consideration. 

None of the commercially available computer programmes did contain 

this description and the belonging algorithms, but the MARC general 

purpose programme offered the best possibilities to implement such. 

The decision to choose a general purpose finite element computer 

programme for the development and the implementation of the theory 

is not obvious. Insertion of own developments into such an existing 

programme may cause interference with other options, whereas spe

cific solution methods may not fit into the basic scheme of the pro

gramme. However, after completion of the study there should exist 

a well-documented programme ready for use on other applications by 

other users. To avoid the drawbacks, during the development and im

plementation stage a continuous support offered by the programme

supplier is a first requisite. In close cooperation with Nagtegaal 
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this implementation work and the associated interpretation of the 

computational results when the programme was tested on simple pro

blems was carried out and the mutual interaction was continued 
afterwards when the programme was utilized for the upsetting process. 

This means that the aspects which are highlighted in_this study arise 

from implementing the update·d Lagrange description and associated fi

nite element formu:fation into the existing MARC programme on one hand 

and arise from attempts tci ~alyse practical metalforming processes 

and to reflect rea.lmaterial behaviour (in experimentally verified 

processes) on the other·hahd. 

The theoretical/nwl;eri~al analysis of the above-mentioned deformation 

process will be verified by experiments for two reasons. 

In the first place because the nonlinearities in the governing equa

tions (nonlinear material behaviour combined with geometric nonlinear 

behaviour due to t£e amount of deformation) may give rise to conver

gence to other solutions. Proving the algorithms in a computer pro

gramme on simple testproblems is necessary but not sufficient! 

In addition this is required since no detailed data is available 

about an important boundary condition in the deformation process, 

being the frictional behaviour in the tool-work-piece interface. 

This means that - preferably in the same experimental set-up - at 

least two independent variables must be determined. One is to des

cribe the missing boundary condition, which mhst serve as an input 

condition for the computer calculations and at least one or more for 

the final verification of the calculation to the experiment. 

There exist few publications about experimental methods on large de

formation processes in a non-technological sense, and the methods 

which are described mostly show the drawback that the experimental 

aids do rather sttongly influence the measurements and observations. 

Another drawback is that sometimes the measured quantities are of a 

too global nature and cannot be used as detailed input quantities in 

the finite element calculations. In cooperation with Brouha a method . . 
was elaborated and. a. model experiment was mapped out. .A sample with a 

number o£ small ru~y particles located on its surface is pressed be

tween anvils of sapphire or diamond. Thus allowing the visibility of 

the rubies in the tool-workpiece inter£ace. During the quasi-static 
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simulation of the upsetting process the local hydrostatic pressure is 

registered by means of the shift in wavelength o! theR1-fluorescence 

line of ruby. Additional to this,perform the displacements of the ruby 

particles a measure for the material displacement in that interface. 

The first phenemenon is reported by Barnett, Block and.Piermarini 

(1973) and originates from high pressure tec~qlogy, the second one 

is a pleasant circumstance which is due to this application. 

As stated above, during the progress of the study there existed a 

strong interaction between the finite element S:pproach and the expe

rimental method. However, to achieve·a conveniently arranged thesis

layout, these main items are separated. The sequence of the papers in 

each of the parts is according to the progress of ~the study, though 

the dates of the publications are mixed up now. Several recommenda

tions for further study appearing in one p~per, ma,y already be· im

plemented in another paper in this thesis. Also some references at 

the end of the papers may be found as chapters or this thesis. 

The first part will comprise the papers on the finite element for

mulation and the second part will deal with the experimental obser

vations. A section of a paper belonging to the first part is detached 

and added as separate chapter to the second part. 

Each of the parts will be preceded by an introductory section, in 

which also a survey of the included papers is given. 

Note on the general discussion 

The subject described in this thesis is not complete in itself. 

On one hand there is the theoretical basis for large strain plas

ticity calculations by the finite element method. On the other hand 

there is the upsetting process as the initial application, which had 

to be verified experimentally. 

To some extent the results obtained along both ways do agree, but 

several questions arose in each of the trajectories. 

In the meantime - there exists a gap of more than two years between 
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the end of the period of research work and the writing of this thesis 

- some of those questions have been solved or commented by other re

searchers. 

In the general discussion these comments are included and a review of 

the state of this research work under current conditions will be given. 
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CHAPTER 11.1. 

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION FOR 
LARGE DEFORMATION PROCESSES 

Large elastic-plastic deformation processes are characterized by 

severe non-linear material behaviour, which has a consequence that 

owing to the amount of deformation geometric nonlinear behaviour 

must also be taken into account. 

The small scale yielding problem (elastic-plastic material beha

viour under geometric linear condition) was already solvable in 

the mid-sixties. At that time the elastic-plastic constitutive 

equations were incorporated in existing linear finite element 

computer programmes to obtain solutions in a incrementally 

linearized manner. These solution strategies were also used to 

cover geometric non-linearity, as it appeared in the analysis of 

prebuckling behaviour. 

In general the nonlinear problems were treated as an extension of 

linear structural problems and the application was confined to 

deformations where the plastic strain was of the order of a few 

percent. 

However for metal forming operations such a structural approach 

does hardly make sense. Here it is actually the objective to 

change the geometry drastically, and, because in a numerical 

analysis it is necessary to discretize the deformation history, 

this requires a sequential incremental analysis of the continuous

ly deforming bod9. Hence, for the extention into the large strain 

regime; correct incremental formulations must be used. At first 

it was observed, however, that finite incremental step size errors 

tend to accumulate, thus drifting away from the exact solution. 
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Better. iterative techniques did not solve this problem. Later on, 

it became clear that the difficulties with the incremental formu

lation mainly arose from differences in the description of the 

reference frame·in which the deformation was considered to take 

place. 

Regarding the state of a deformed body two descriptions !U'e possi

ble, which are dependent on the definition of the reference frame 

in whic.h the deformation is described. The Lagrange method is baaed 

on a material-bounded coordinate system, whereas in the Euler 

method the deformations are referred to. a fixed special coordinate 

system. The kinematic relations for a deforming body are most easi

ly expressed by employing the Lagrange type of formulations, where

as the rheological approach of plasticity, showing similarity to 

fluids, commends to an Euler formulation. 

An approach in which the advantages of both methods are retained 

.was pioneered by McMeeking and Rice (1975). They used a so-called 
v.pdated Lagrange formulation in which each incremental step of 

the calculation is based upon an updated reference state. Following 

this approach it has become possible to attain the steady state of 

a metal forming process at the termination of a transient elastic

plastic flow through successive deformation stages. For a correct 

solution numerous incremental computation steps are necessary. May 

be these are allowed for research and during the development of the 

computational procedures. However, for application and support in 

the practical field of metal forming operations an optimum in effi

ciency (time and cost) and accuracy is necessary. With this in 

mind, rational formulations and solution procedures with proper 

error corrections are mandatory. 

It is just in that sense that several aspects of elastic-plastic 

large strain analyses are investigated in the paper enclosed in 

chapter II.2. Adopting the updated Lagrange method and the asso

ciated governing equations for the nonlinear material behaviour, 
the paper summarizes the efforts the authors excerted to the deve

lopment of computational techniques and experiences they met within 

the application of the techniques to the area of metalforming plas-
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ticity. Three important aspects are discussed. Firstly, the in

fluence of the integration procedures for the governing~onsti

tutive rate)equations in the deformation history on the stability 

of the solution. Secondly, the accuracy and stability of the 

numerical solution procedures. Thirdly, the selection of adequate 

finite element types, with special consideration of insensitivity 

to strong distortions and ability to represent nearly incompres

sible material behaviour correctly. The results on simple test 

problems and more realistic problems show considerably improved 

analysis procedures with respect to both cost and accuracy. 

The paper shows some shortcomings and mentions several aspects 

for a closer study. One of them was the integration procedure of 

the elastic-plastic constitutive equations under plane stress 

conditions. The method incorporated in the MARC programme may 

lead to a numerical instability depending on the size of the 

strain increment. 

In chapter II.) is reported that finally the mid-increment algo

rithm suggested by Rice and Tracy (1973) could be formulated and 

implemented in an appropriate manner,into the used computer pro

gramme. However, an additional nested iterative schema had to be 

used, with its own check on convergence. 

Another aspect that was mentioned several times is the strong 

element mesh distortion during continuously increasing deforma

tions, which is inherent to the (updated) Lagrange formulation. 

Most of the computations must be stopped prematurely, because the 

results in the distorted elements become unreliable. Proceeding 

those calculations is even impossible owing to mesh degeneration, 

finally leading to elements turning inside-out. In the paper of 

chapter II.4 a mesh rezoning philosophy is proposed and implemen

ted into the MARC programme. This technique makes it possible to 

redefine an element mesh at regular intervals on the basis of the 

deformation attained sofar, in order to overcome the afore

mentioned problems of mesh degeneration. 

~uite another subject that was studied concerns the workhardening 

behaviour of materials. Initially (see the paper in chapter II.2) 
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The attention was focussed on isotropic workhardening. But from the 

experiments it became evident that the material used (commercially 

pur aluminium) showed an anisotropic workhardening behaviour. It 

agreed very well with the combined kinematic-isotropic workharde

ning model. 

This is the reason why in the paper of' chapter II.5 the behaviour 

of' anisotropic workhardening models in finite deformation theory 

was studied. As the kinematic workhardening concept as such is in

corporated in the MARC programme, it was applied to a simple shear 

test-problem using the large deformation formulations. Anticipating 

on the discussion it must be stated that the results could not be 

interpreted physically and were felt to be erroneous, but it could 

not be proven by that time. 

The demand for an anisotropic workhardening model is the reason why 

in the paper some other models known from literature were discussed, 

leading to a preference of a simplified version of' the Krieg (1975) 

model. By means of a specific computer programme the behaviour of 

this model in some torsion problems was calculated, the results of 

which agree, at least qualitatively, with experiments. But this 

Krieg related anisotropic workhardening model could not easily be 

implemented into the existing MARC programme, which formed a strong 

impediment for further numerical investigatiods on real geometries, 

loaded upon torsion or shear. 

For the modelling of' the anisotropic material behaviour in the 

calculations on the upsetting process, the combined kinematic-iso

tropic workhardening concept could be used to a limited loading 

level. The results of which are reported in chapter III.4. 
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CHAPTER 11.2. 

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL FOR NUMERICAL METHODS IN ENGINEERING, VOL 17, 15-41 (1981) 

SOME COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS OF 
ELASTIC-PLASTIC LARGE STRAIN ANALYSIS 

J. C. NAGTEGAALt 

MARC Analysis Research Corporation, Rijswijk, The Netherlands 

J. E. DEJONG 

Philips Research Lahoratories, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

SUMMARY 

The governing equations for large strain analysis of elastic-plastic problems are reconsidered. An 
improved form of these equations is derived, which is valid for small increments of strain and large 
increments of rotation. Special attention is paid to the integration procedures for these equations in the 
deformation history. It is shown that the tangent modulus procedure for integration of the constitutive 
equations is conditionally stable, and that implicit methods, such as the 'mean normal' method, are to be 
preferred. A novel procedure is introduced for the treatment of nonlinear geometric effects. The 
performance of various element types is examined, with specific attention to effects of 'locking' and 
distortion. Several applications are discussed to illustrate the various aspects of the formulation developed 
in this paper. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, growing interest has been shown in the analysis of metal-forming problems by 
the finite element method. Initially, attention was focused on the steady-state analysis of 
continuous processes, such as wire drawing and extrusion. In the analysis of such problems the 
material behaviour is often assumed to be rigid-perfectly plastic, and an Eulerian flow-type 
approach is used to formulate the problem. 1

'
2 Although reasonably accurate results can be 

obtained with this method, problems arise when either free boundaries are present or when 
significant hardening effects occur. Furthermore, the method is not suitable for non steady-state 
problems or for problems in which the elasticity effects are of importance. For such problems, a 
Lagrangian-type large deformation formulation is more suitable. One of the first attempts to use 
such a formulation was made by Hibbitt, Mar<;al and Rice.3 They used a total Lagrangian 
formulation, which still causes some problems, since the rate equations of plasticity are most 
suitably formulated with reference to the current state, and not with reference to the original 
state. 

Later, McMeeking and Rice4 pioneered the use of an updated Lagrange-type approach, 
showing that it was viable for a variety of problems. The updated Lagrange analysis procedure is 
more suitable for plasticity problems. because at each instant the reference state is updated to 
coincide with the current state, and this procedure is used here. The governing equations used 
here are the same as in many other studies where the updated Lagrange method is used. The 
main contribution of this study is the review of the basic equations with special attention to the 
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complicating aspects of discretized analysis models. As will be seen, a close study of the effects of 
discretizing both in space and (deformation) history yields considerably improved analysis 
procedures with respect to both cost and accuracy. 

A difference compared with previously described methods is the derivation of the governing 
equations directly in incremental form instead of first deriving the rate equations and then 
generalizing these to a finite increment. This leads to an improved formulation when large 
increments in rotation occur. 

Consideration is given to the type of forward integration method used, with specific attention 
to the integration of the constitutive equations. It became clear, and was proved, that the usual 
tangent modulus method for elastic-plastic material behaviour is only stable when the strain 
increments are relatively small. Several procedures are discussed for the treatment of the 
geometric nonlinearities, and a novel procedure, called the 'strain correction' method, is 
developed. Another important aspect of the analysis of forming processing with the updated 
Lagrange method is the selection of appropriate element types. The results of several compara
tive calculations indicate that simple elements with relatively few dilatational degrees-of
freedom {to prevent 'locking' of the mesh5

) give the best performance. The formulation derived 
in this paper was implemented in the MARC general-purpose nonlinear finite element 
computer program.6 It is intended to serve as a tool in the analysis of actual manufacturing 
processes. In the final section two examples are presented to illustrate the use of the program in 
the analysis of some practical problems. 

THE UPDATED LAGRANGE PROCEDURE 

The incremental procedure of analysis, known as the updated Lagrange procedure, is based 
upon the following concepts: 

1. During each analysis increment a Lagrangian formulation is used: the state variables are 
defined with respect to the state at the start of the increment. 

2. At the end of each increment, the state variables are redefined (updated) with respect to the 
state at the end of the increment. 

First the state at the start of the increment is considered. In the Lagrangian description, the 
spatial position of a body expressed in terms of a Cartesian co-ordinate system is described by 
the expression 

X; X;(8") (1) 

where a material point of the body is uniquely defined by its values in the convected curvilinear 
co-ordinate system 8" (Figure 1). The equilibrium of the body is expressed by the virtual work 
equation formulated in terms of the components in the Cartesian co-ordinate system: 

L u;i8e;idV= L P1 8u,dS (2a) 

or alternatively formulated in terms of the components in the convected curvilinear co-ordinate 
system: 

fv u"'11 
Otial'l d V L P; 8u; dS (2b) 

For brevity, only surface loads formulated in terms of the Cartesian co-ordinates have been 
considered. Since the integrations in (2b) are carried out over the current state of the body, the 



Figure 1. Spatial and material co-ordinate system 

contravariant components of Cauchy stress u"13 are equal to the contravariant components of 
the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S"'e. The covariant components of the variations in strain 8e,.l' 
are related to the Cartesian components of the variations in displacement through 

Bear; =!(X"·" liuk./3 + Xk./3 i5uk.a) (3) 

Using the symmetry of u"13, the virtual work equation can be written as 

L S"
13X"·"' 8uk.l3 d V L P1 i5u1 dS (4) 

At the end of the increment, the spatial position of the body is described by a different function 
of the convected co-ordinates, with the incremental displacement function as the difference: 

x, x,(8"') X,{8")+.iu,(8") (5) 

The virtual work (=equilibrium) equation at the end of the increment takes the form 

L (S"~' + AS"13
) 8E .. 13 d V L (P1 + .iP;) 8u1 dS (6) 

and the variations in Green's strain 8Ea13 are related to the variations in displacement by 

i5Eaf3 =! {Xk,a + Au,, .. )Buk,/.1 + (Xk,/3 + Au,,13 )8uk,a} (7) 

Note that the integrations in (6) are still carried out with respect to the state of the body at the 
start of the increment and that AS"'13 is therefore the increment in the second Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress. 

Using the symmetry of S"13 and t:.S"13
, one finds the equilibrium equation expressed in the 

displacements: 

L (S"13 +AS"'13 )(Xk,a +Auk, .. )8u~c.11 dV = t (P1+AP1)8u1 dS .. (8) 

The integrations in (4) and (8) are carried out with respect to the same state of the body. 
Subtraction yields the incremental virtual work equation, which is also referred to as the 
equation of continued equilibrium: 

L (AS"'I!Xk,a +S"'I! Auk.a + AS"'11 Auk,a) 8uk,l3 d V =Is AP; 8u, dS (9) 
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So far, the equilibrium equations have been formulated in terms of the stresses and displace
ments (strains). 

This system of equations is complimented with the incremental constitutive equations: 

!:>.Sa13 = :t?afJyo !:J.Eyt> (10) 

The correct definition of the contravariant components :£a13
y
8 of the moduli, which is of major 

importance for accurate analysis, will be discussed in detail in the next section. The increment in 
Green's strain is related to the displacement increment by 

(11) 

Since the moduli rrM are symmetric with respect to the last two indices, the combination of 
(10) and {11) leads to the expression for the stress increment in terms of the displacement 
increment: 

(12) 

Equations (9) and (12) are the governing equations for the increment. If the co-ordinate system 
is Cartesian at the start of the increment, the equations are simplified to 

I (t::.S.s. +S·t::.u.·+!:>.S·t::.u. 1)8u• dV=i t::.P8udS lJ I I} ,t 1J • ,J I 1 

v s 
(13) 

and 

(14) 

The moduli :£1;kt are not the usual classical 'small strain' moduli. See the next section for details. 
At the end of the increment, the state variables need to be updated. Here an important 

difference arises between a formulation in terms of a general convectedcurvilinearco-ordinate 
system and a convected co-ordinate system which is Cartesian at the beginning of each 
increment. For the curvilinear system, the contravariant components of second Piola-Kirchhoff 
stress need only be corrected for volume changes in order to become the contravariant 
components of Cauchy stress: 

(15) 

where J is the Jacobian of the deformation increment. Note that if the material behaviour is 
(approximately) incompressible, no transformation is needed. 

In the initially Cartesian approach, the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress must be transformed to 
true {Cauchy) stress in the Cartesian co-ordinate system: 

(16) 

Again the Jacobian will be equal to unity if the material behaviour is (approximately) 
incompressible. If at the start of each increment the co-ordinate system is curvilinear but 
distance-measuring, as is usually the case in beam and truss problems, other transformation 
rules apply, which, for brevity, will not be discussed here. 

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

In this section the moduli that relate the increment in the {contravariant) components of second 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress to the increment in the {covariant) components of Green's strain will be 
derived. 



For an elastic-plastic material, the total strain rate must be separated into an elastic and a 
plastic part: 

(17) 

As was demonstrated by Hutchinson 7 and Wang and Budiansky," a suitable expression for the 
relation between rate of stress and elastic strain rate is 

(18) 

with d-~ the rate of the mixed tensor components of Cauchy stress. The yield criterion can also be 
written in terms of the mixed components of Cauchy stress: 

f(u:) = 0 

and the associated flow rule is readily derived as 

'(p) • iJf 
Ea(J = Agoy--IJ 

00' y 

(19) 

(20) 

where ga., is the covariant metric tensor. The rate quantity A depends on the work-hardening 
properties of the material. Inversion of equations (17)-(20) yields an elastic-plastic relationship 
of the type 

o-~ = !f!~.,., •.• ,E'IP (21) 
When the material is not at yield or is unloading, the constitutive equation has the form 

(22) 

The remaining problem is to transform this equation into one of the type (10). This is achieved 
by transformation of the rate of Cauchy stress into the rate of second Piola-Kirchhofi stress with 
the relation 

(23) 

where g.,. is the contravariant metric tensor. Next the rate of the mixed stress components is 
converted into the rate of the con~ravariant stress components. The relation between the stress 
components itself can be written as 

S"" g"'S~ 

or, alternatively, in order to obtain a symmetric expression for S"fl, 

sa13 = !{g"'~S~ + gll'~S~) 

The rate form of this relation is 

(24) 

(25) 

s"" ~(g"'S~ + g 13ys~ + r'u~ + t"'~u~> (26) 

where S~ is replaced by u~ because the current state is also the reference state. With the 
relations 

and 

g«/3 =2Eas 

where .5~ is the Kronecker delta, equation (26) yields 

S"~' = !(g"YS~ + g6YS~)-(g"6up{J +g 13'~u"")Eyp 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 
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Combination of (22), (23} and (29) and use of the symmetry of (25) then leads to the final 
relation 

(30} 

with 
!£a~-yp !{g"'~!£~yp<e-p) + g~'~!£~yp<<-p) 

- g"'"u•13 - g 13"u""- g""u"YfJ- g~>•u ""') +u"'flg"" (31) 

This equation is a generalization of the equation presented in Reference 4. Equation (31) can be 
multiplied by a time increment !::.t to form an incremental constitutive relation, which introduces 
an approximation. The relative error is of the same order of magnitude as the increment in 
strain. Since the strain increment is limited by accurate integration of the plasticity equations, 
this does not impose a new restriction. See also the next section. 

If the co-ordinate system is Cartesian at the start of the increment, equation (31) takes the 
simplified form 

!£ijkl = !f:\Jklp) -~(8/kUjl + 8;kUi1 + 8i1U)k +8;!Uik) + CT;;likl (32) 

where !£)/kiP' are the elastic-plastic moduli for the usual small-strain analysis. 
The presence of the last term in (31) and (32) causes the constitutive equations to be 

non-symmetric. However, if the deformations are (nearly) incompressible, which is usually the 
case for metal plasticity, the last term can be neglected and the constitutive equations remain 
symmetric. 

INTEGRATION OF THE RATE EQUATIONS 

As has become clear in the previous sections, three sources of nonlinearity may be distinguished 
in the large strain plasticity problem: 

1. Geometric nonlinearities (large rotational effects), resulting in equations (9) and (12). 
2. Material nonlinearities, as present in the usual constitutive equations (22). 
3. Constitutive nonlinearities (large strain effects) which cause the additional terms in equations 

(31) and (32). 

In order to obtain the solution to the finite element problem in an efficient way, the solution 
technique has to be well chosen. There are two main aspects to the solution process of the 
nonlinear finite element equations: 

(a) the integration of the rate equations to (eventually nonlinear) incremental equations, which 
will be discussed in this section; 

(b) the solution of the nonlinear incremental equations, which will be discussed in the next 
section. 

The difference between the elastic-plastic rate equations used here and the usual small strain 
elastic-plastic rate equations is formed by the' terms proportional to the stress in (31)/(32). 
These terms are readily added in an existing elastic-plastic finite element program. Use was 
made of the standard plasticity algorithms of the MARC program, as described in Reference 6. 
The large strain terms were added in explicitly linearized incremental form. 

Some simple single-element tests were carried out to test the correctness of the integration 
procedures. The first test carried out was a uniaxial tensile test on a plane stress element. The 
element dimensions, the boundary conditions and the material properties are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Uniaxial tension test, plane stress element 

The usual J2-flow theory was used to form the elastic-plastic constitutive equations. The test 
was displacement-controlled, with equal displacement increments of 5 per cent of the original 
length. In Figure 3 the calculated true (Cauchy) stress is plotted as a function of the logarithmic 
strain e =In (1 + u/10), where /0 is the element length in the undeformed state. The drawn line in 
Figure 3 is the analytic solution for a rigid-plastic material with the same work-hardening 
characteristics: 

cr cr,+h ln(l+u/fo) (33) 
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Figure 3. Uniax:ial tension test. stress-strain diagram 

The calculated stress differs slightly from the analytic solution, specifically for larger strains. This 
is attributable to the approximate integration of the rate forms (31)/(32) over finite increments 
of strain. As second test, the uniaxial tensile analysis was repeated with the same element, but 
now with controlled load, the load increments being equal to 5 per cent of the load to first yield. 
The results are shown in Figure 4, compared with the rigid-plastic analytical solution: 

F = A 0[u, + h In (1 + u/ /o)]/(1 + u/ 10 ) (34) 

The test results are in good agreement with the analytical solution, except in the last increment, 
where the load actually increases to above the theoretical maximum. The last part of the analysis 
was subsequently repeated with load increments of 2·5 per cent. The results are also plotted in 
Figure 4, and an improvement in accuracy clearly shows. 

In order to check the consistency of the formulation, the uniaxial test on the plane stress 
element was repeated with the stressed direction at 45 degrees to the X-axis (Figure 5). A plot of 
maximum principal stress vs. the logarithmic strain in two different integration points shows 
strong fluctuations of the stress (Figure 6), although the strain histories at the points are identical 
to at least four-digit accuracy. This clearly indicates some form of (numerical) instability. The 
test was repeated with a generalized plane strain element, where the strain perpendicular to the 
plane of the element was left free, and in this analysis no instability developed (Figure 6). This is 
due to different procedures for integration of the plasticity equations. For problems charac· 
terized by a three-dimensional stress state (such as the generalized plane strain analysis), the 
MARC program uses the so-called 'mean-normal' method as described by Rice and Tracey.9 In 
this method the flow law is chosen such that the yield criterion is satisfied exactly at the end of 
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the increment for a given increment in strain. For a state of plane stress, this method cannot be 
applied directly and the explicit tangent modulus method (with subsequent stress correction) is 
used. It is readily proved that the 'mean-normal' procedure is unconditionally stable, whereas 
the tangent modulus procedure has a clear stability limit for the strain increment. For a 
non-hardening material the proof is particularly simple. The elastic-plastic rate equation for 
such a material has the form 

(35) 

where u;; is the deviatoric stress: 

(36) 

and u 0 the equivalent (deviatoric) stress: 

Ua = .J(~u;;u;;) (37) 

From the rate equations (35), the tangent modulus method is obtained by substituting incre
mental values for the rates 

[ 
,\ 3 u;;u~1 J 

AU;; 2G AE;; 8;;AEkk -z- ---;;:r- AEkl (38) 

Now consider a loading path for which the increment in strain is proportional to the deviatoric 
stress. Since the elastic strain increment vanishes, the flow rule yields 

(39) 



Consider an imposed strain increment that deviates slightly from (39): 

(40) 

where u;j is a deviatoric stress tensor which is small compared to the equivalent stress and which 
is orthogonal to u:1: 

(41) 

Substitution of (40) in (38} yields 

(42) 

If another increment of the form (40) is applied, this increment may be written with respect to 
the stress at the start of the increment as 

Ae,1 = a(u;1 +Au,, +u;j} 

where the deviation u7J is given by 

u';f = cr'q- !lu11 (1- 2aG)a.;; 

The absolute value of the deviation increases and hence instability occurs if 

a>l/G 

or, when substituted in (39), 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

The stability limit for the strain increment in this procedure is thus equal to twice the elastic 
strain up to yield. In the 'mean-normal' procedure, the incremental equations are formed in a 
different manner. In this procedure, a fictitious elastic mid-increment stress is defined: 

u~i = u~j +a IJ.s;j (47) 

and this stress is used in the formation of the incremental constitutive equation: 

[ 
A 36'0'~1 ] 

Au,1 20 As,1 +z-0 li;;Aekk - 2 ~~- t:.ekt (48) 

where ii0 is the equivalent elastic mid-increment stress: 

uo = Jdu:1a:1J (49) 

Let the strain increment again be defined by (40) and (41), and let uij be small compared to 
u;1; it then readily follows that 

[ 
, aG "] 2aG , 

l!.u,i = 2aG CT;;- 1 +otG u,i = 1 +aG U;i (50) 

For the next increment, the stress deviation u:'; is given by 

(51) 

Clearly, for all values of a between zero and infinity the absolute value of the deviation 
decreases. Hence, the 'mean-normal' procedure for integration of the elastic-plastic constitu
tive equations is unconditionally stable. The above derivations explain why, in the tensile test 
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carried out under 45 degrees, the generalized plane strain formulation is stable and the plane 
stress formulation is unstable. 

The apparent stability in the first test turned out to be due to the complete absence of initial 
deviations uij. The instability also occurs in the stress history in a plane stress element subjected 
to pure shear (Figure 7). The calculation was first carried out with the tangent modulus method, 
and after a few increments the stresses started to oscillate violently (Figure 8). The analysis was 
then repeated using the mean-normal method. As is clear from Figure 8, no instability develops 
in this calculation. 

y 

3 

+ + 

~-------------------2~-------x 

Figure 7. Pure shear test, plane stress element 

The previous discussion has shown that a stability limit of twice the elastic strain exists for the 
strain increment in the explicit integration of the elastic-plastic constitutive equations. This 
stability limit does not exist for the 'mean-normal' integration procedure. For typical metal 
forming problems, the total strains are two to three orders of magnitude larger than the elastic 
strains. With a straightforward explicit tangent modulus procedure this means that several 
hundreds of increments have to be calculated, with in most cases very high computing costs. 
Nevertheless several analyses with a number of increments in this range can be found in the 
literature. 10

'
11 The stability limit does not necessarily dictate the 'global' increment size; 

sub-incremental techniques presumably may be used successfully to overcome the stability 
problems. The disadvantage of such a procedure (and of the 'mean-normal' procedure) is its 
nonlinear nature, which requires an iterative solution scheme. A more elaborate study concern· 
ing the integration of the constitutive equations is certainly desired, and is planned by the 
authors. 

SOLUTION OF THE INCREMENTAL EQUATIONS 

In the previous section, the transformation of the rate equations into incremental equations was 
discussed. The nonlinearity of the incremental finite element equations depends strongly on this 
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Figure 8. Pure shear test, stress-strair. diagram 

transformation. If the equations are formed by explicit linearization, the nonlinearity in the 
incremental equations is the same as the nonlinearity in the rate equations, and is only caused by 
the elastic-plastic loading/unloading effects. The disadvantage of such a simple linearization is 
the limited increment size due to accuracy and stability requirements. 

In the present study, the incremental equations have been derived in a more accurate, but 
more nonlinear form. In particular, nonlinearities appear in the equations due to: 

(a) elastic-plastic loading/unloading effects; 
(b) the implicit 'mean-normal' formulation for plastic flow (48); 
(c) the exact implementation of the incremental virtual work equations (9), (13). 

The solution of a system of nonlinear equations is a mathematical topic which can be discussed 
without reference to the methods used to generate the equations. Methods such as successive 
substitution, Newton(-Raphson) iteration, modified Newton iteration, quasi-Newton iteration, 
(conjugate) gradient method, etc., are described in textbooks on numerical analysis.12 It is 
examined which of these methods are suitable to solve the finite strain plasticity equations. The 
elastic-plastic loading/unloading phenomena are treated effectively with a 'direct' iteration 
procedure. An initial guess is made as to which regions are loading and which regions are 
unloading. Subsequently the displacement increments are calculated and the actual load
ing/unloading regions are determined. If necessary, this calculation serves as the next guess, etc. 
Experience has shown that this procedure is straightforward and effective for problems with this 
type of nonlinearity. 

The 'direct' iteration method is readily extended to cover the implicit 'mean-normal' 
formulation for plastic loading as well. An initial guess is made of the expected strain increment 
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AE1i> and the corresponding (fictitious) elastic mid-increment stress u11 is calculated with 
equation (47). This stress is used in the formation of the incremental constitutive equation (48) 
that is used to calculate the incremental solution. This calculation provides the next guess, etc. 
Again, this procedure has proved to be quite effective for plasticity problems. Hence, a 
satisfactory solution has been obtained for problems (a) and (b). 

Since two of the three nonlinear effects have been handled with a 'direct' iteration procedure, 
it appears logical to take care of the third effect in the same way. The formulation of this iterative 
procedure is derived from equations (9) and (12). If the superscript (n) denotes the results from 
the previous iteration, the results (n+l) of the next iteration are obtained from the equations 

L [t:..s•ll'"."(Xk,• +!Au~:ll+(S"Il +!&s•ll'"') &ui~:ll] Buk.l! d V = L &P,Bu, dS (52a) 

.lS"11'"." =2"13
Y
8(Xk,y +!&u~7~) <lui::: I) (52b) 

This method turns out to be not particularly effective, and performs rather poorly for slender 
structures, which is a disadvantage in the analysis of sheet metal forming problems. Instead of 
the direct iteration method, a full Newton-Raphson iteration can be included, and better 
performance may be expected for most practical problems. However this procedure is also only 
moderately effective for slender structures. The reason is the presence of nonlinear terms in the 
calculation of the strain increments (11). In slender structures, such as beams, the rotation 
increments are usually much larger than the strain increments, and hence the nonlinear terms in 
(11) may dominate the linear terms. Since the iteration procedures start with a fully linearized 
calculation or the displacement increments, the nonlinear contributions yield strain increments 
inconsistent with the calculated displacement increments in the first iteration. These errors give 
rise to either incorrect plasticity calculations, or, in the case of elastic material behaviour, yields 
erroneous stresses. These stresses in their turn have a dominant effect on the stiffness matrix for 
subsequent iterations or increments, which then causes the relatively poor performance. 

The remedy to this problem is as simple as it is effective. The linear and nonlinear part of the 
strain increments are calculated separately and only the linear part of (11) 

AE~1") = !(Xk,y .luu +Xu &uk,.,) 

is used for calculation of the stresses. The nonlinear part of (11) 

AE~onJ =! .luk,y Auu 

(53) 

(54) 

is used as 'initial strain' in the next iteration or increment, which leads to an additional residual 
load vector Pl'"'J defined by 

I p(res) Bu dS = I 8 - Y CP"fJ"YB AE(non} d V 
J i k.ty'Jt.k,~ y8 

s v 
(55) 

Since the displacement and strain increments are now calculated in a consistent way the 
plasticity and/or equilibrium errors are greatly reduced. Therefore it may be expected that the 
performance of the 'strain correction' method is better than the performance of the previously 
mentioned methods. The performance of the strain correction method is less if the displacement 
increments are (almost) completely prescribed, which is not usually the case. Finally note that 
the strain correction method can be considered as a Newton method, in which a different stiff
ness matrix is used. A mathematical examination of the strain correction method may provide 
better insight in its advantages and limitations. 



As an illustration of the above methods consider the simple elastic cantilever beam in Figure 
9. The beam is loaded by a bending moment M, to obtain a total rotation of the tip of 0·6 rad in 
six equal loading steps. With the direct iteration method no convergence is obtained, the full 
Newton method needs three iterations per step, and the strain correction method needs no 
iterations at all. 
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Figure 9. Cantilever beam subjected to bending moment 

In order to test accuracy and stability of the implemented formulation two test problems, for 
which rigid-plastic workhardening solutions could be obtained, were calculated with different 
increment sizes. In both problems the 'mean-normal' formulation for plasticity and the strain 
correction method for geometric nonlinearity were used. 

The first test problem was a thick-walled tube with inner radius 1 and outer radius 2 under 
internal pressure, with no strain in the axial direction. The material behaviour was assumed to be 
identical with the behaviour in the simple single-element tests. Five 8-node quadrilateral 
elements with reduced integration were used to model the tube. The total internal load 
F, = 21rr1p1, where r1 is the current internal radius, was increased in equal increments. In the first 
analysis, the load was increased in steps of 5 per cent of the load to first yield.' The result, 
presented as a pressure vs. internal radius diagram, is shown in Figure 10, together-with the 
analytical solution for the rigid work-hardening material. The agreement obtained between 
theory and finite element calculations is excellent. 

In the second analysis, the increment size was chosen four times as large as in the first analysis. 
From Figure 11 it is clear that the larger load steps do not cause a significant decrease in 
accuracy. It should be noted, however, that for the analysis with large increments the number of 
iterations for convergence of the (plasticity) equations has increased somewhat (average from 
2.4 to 3.4 per increment). 

Although this first test gives a good impression of the accuracy and stability of the integration 
of the constitutive equations in particular, it does not yield information about the nonlinear 
virtual work equations, since no rotations occur. 
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A better evaluation of this aspect is made in the second test, the calculation of the in-plane 
torsion problem. 13 The problem, the material properties and the finite element model are shown 
in Figure 12. The finite element model consists of a three degree fan of 4-node constant 
dilatation quadrilateral elements. Appropriate constraint conditions are enforced to ensure 
circular symmetry. The analysis was first run with small rotation increments (less than 3 degrees, 
Figure 13) and later repeated with large rotation increments (up to 6 degrees, Figure 14). Again 
the results are excellent in both cases, although some instability develops at the end of the large 
increment analysis. The in-plane torsion test is quite simple to analyse theoretically and 
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Figure 12. In-plane torsion test, 4-node quadrilateral plain strain element 
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numerically, but it is actually a severe test for the algorithms used. The algorithms have to handle 
a combination of large strain, large rotation and a continuous changing stress state. At the end of 
the analysis, the shear strain at the inner radius is 105 per cent, and the directions of the principal 
stresses have rotated over 60 degrees. The fact that the deformations are indeed severe can be 
seen from the deformation history of the finite element mesh, shown in Figure 15. 

Figure 15. In-plane torsion test. Deformation history, rotation 10, 20, 32, 45, 60 degrees 

SOME NOTES ON FINITE ELEMENT TYPES 

Of considerable importance for the accurate calculation of large strain plasticity problems is the 
selection of adequate finite element types. In addition to the usual criteria for selection, two 
aspects need to be given special consideration: 

1. The element types selected need to be insensitive to (strong) distortion. 
2. For plane strain, axisymmetric and three-dimensional problems the element mesh must be 

able to represent non-dilatational deformation modes. 

The last aspect has been discussed in detail in a paper by Nagtegaal, Parks and Rice,5 where it 
was shown that most finite element meshes tend to lock in the case of fully plastic material 
behaviour. As a remedy, a modified variational principle was introduced which effectively 
reduces the number of independent dilatational modes (=constraints) in the mesh. This 
procedure proved to be quite successful for plasticity problems in the conventional 'small' strain 
formulation. Zienkiewicz14 points out the positive effect of reduced integration for this type of 
problem, and demonstrates the similarity between modified variational procedures and reduced 
integration. 

To test the performance of various element types, several problems are analysed with more 
than one element type. The first test problem was the thick-walled cylinder problem discussed in 
the previous section. The results with five 8-node quadrilateral reduced integration elements 
were shown in Figures 10 and 11. The analysis was repeated with five 8-node elements with full 
integration, and the results were found to be virtually indistinguishable from those obtained by 
means of reduced integration. 

Subsequently the analysis was carried out with five 4-node quadrilaterals, both in the 
usual displacement formulation and in the constant dilatation formulation as presented in 
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Reference S. The results are shown in Figure 16; the usual formulation behaves poorly for 
this problem, whereas the constant dilatation formulation follows the analytical solution 
exactly. 

The second test problem was the axisymmetric upsetting of a disk. The dimensions of the disk 
and the meshes used are shown in Figure 17; the material properties are the same as in the 
uniaxial tension test (Figure 2). Fully sticking conditions were assumed between disk and tool. 
The analysis was carried out with the four element types used in the previous problem. The 
calculated load-displacement curves are shown in Figure 18. Again, the usual 4-node quadri
laterals show an excessively stiff behaviour. The deformed meshes after 18 per cent height 
reduction are shown in Figure 19(a, b). Note that with the usual displacement method no strain 
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Figure 16. Thick-walled cylinder, 4-node quadrilateral elements, load increment 20 per cent 

concentration forms near the edge of the disk, •although such a strain concentration is observed 
in experiments. Of the 8-node quadrilateral elements, the fully integrated mesh also shows a 
(presumably) too stiff behaviour, although not as excessive as the 4-node element mesh. The 
reduced integration element mesh behaves less stiffly, but becomes as stiff as the fully integrated 
mesh in a later stage of the analysis. This effect can be explained from the deformed meshes after 
18 per cent height reduction, Figure 20(a, b). 

Whereas the fully integrated element mesh shows a similar lack of strain concentration as the 
4-node quadrilateral mesh, the reduced integration element mesh shows a very peculiar 
deformation pattern near the edge. This strange pattern is due to dominance of the singular 
mode of the reduced integration element. Since an updated Lagrange method is used, the 



element stiffness is formed in the distortion configuration of the element. The 8-node iso
parametic elements are sensitive for the positions of the mid-side modes. If these mid-side nodes 
are not in the middle between the corner nodes, linear strain variations over the element are not 
possible and the convergence rate decreases. This property is advantageous in the application of 
the so-called quarter-point node technique used to model the 1/.J r singularity in fracture 
mechanics, 15

'
16

, but is a disadvantage in the current application. This automatically leads to the 
first additional requirement mentioned, the insensitivity to distortion. On the basis of the above 

PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENT 

GEOMETRY AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
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Figure 17. /,xisymmetric upsetting, geometry and element meshes 

experiences, it is concluded that for large strain plasticity calculations low-order elements a1e 
preferable to high-order elements. Consequently, all further calculations were carried out with 
4-node isoparametric quadrilateral elements with constant dilatation. 

Of course, in the case of excessive local distortion even the 4-node elements may fail to give 
good results; locally, the elements may even turn inside-out. In such excessive cases a periodic 
redefinition of the mesh seems to be the only possible solution to the problem. As yet, such 
techniques have not been explored. Finally it should be noted that the conclusions concerning 
the advantage of low-order elements only hold for continuum situations. Whether similar 
conclusions apply to shell or membrane problems remains an open question. 
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Figure 19. Axisymmetric upsetting, deformed meshes of 4-node elements: (a) displacement formulation; (b) constant 

dilatation formulation 
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Figure 20. Axisymmetric upsetting, deformed meshes of 8-node elements: (a) fully integrated mesh; (b) reduced 
integrated mesh 

APPENDIX: LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Latin indices refer to spatial (Cartesian) components. 
Greek indices refer to material (convected) components. 
Subscripts denote covariant components. 
Superscripts denote contravariant components. 

8"' Convected material co-ordinates. 
X 1 =Spatial position at start of increment. 
x1 =Spatial position at end of increment. 
u, =Total displacement. 
Au1 =Incremental displacement. 
S,b o! =Kronecker delta. 
g"'~'' g"'13 =Metric tensor. 
8e1i, 8e .. 13 Small strain variations. 
Eil, Ea13 Green (Lagrange) strain. 
J =Jacobian of the deformation-increment. 
P, = Surface loads. 
u,i, a-"'13 =Cauchy stress. 
S1i> S"'11 =Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress . 
.I£,ikt. .I£"'13

yli = Elastic-plastic moduli 
f(u~) =Yield function. 
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CHAPTER Il.3. 

HEPORT PHILIPS' RESEARCH LABORATORIES, 1980 

LARGE STRAIN PLASTICITY CALCULATIONS UNDER PLANE 
STRESS CONDITIONS 

]. E DE JONG(•) 

SUMMARY 

A mid-increment algorithm (or mean-normal procedure) for plane 
stress conditions has been developed and implemented into the 
MARC programme. This algorithm provides a stable way of inte
gration of the plasticity equations, in contrast with the 
traditional tangent modulus method. 

(*) This report is accomplished in cooperation with J.C. Nagtegaal 
(Eindhoven University of Technology} and is based on working 
notes made during the development of the algorithm and the 
description of a suitable formulation for implementation into 
the MARC programme. 
From the original report the chapter with the description of 
the changes in the coding and other software related topics 
is omitted. 
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Introduction 

In [lJ it was pointed out that the "mean-normal" method for a 
state of plane stress has not been implemented in the MARC
programme, and for such conditions a tangent modulus method 
with subsequent stress correction is used. In particular fi
gures 5 to 8 of this reference indicate the unstability of that 
procedure. However, to become the results of fig. 8, a "mean
normal" method was used: it was restricted to the case where 
Poisson's ratio is equal to .5. 

In this note the work is reported to develop the stable 
"mean-normal" procedure for plane stress calculations for all 
other values of Poisson's ratio. 

The "mean-normal" procedure 

The "mean-normal" procedure can only be used if the yield sur
face can be represented as a circle in (reduced) stress space. 
Such is the case in 30- von Mises plasticity, where the yield 
surface has the form 

(i,j,k = 1,3) ( 1) 

where oy is the equivalent tensile yield stress and 

( 2) 

is the deviatoric stress. 
For this particular case, Rice and Tracy [2] have shown that 

\ 

the mean-normal plasticity algorithm\ (or mid-increment me-
thod} can be obtained by adding to the stress at the be-
ginning of an increment the fictitious elastic stress increment: 

t..cr .. = G(t..e: .. + 1v2 o .. be:kk), lJ lJ - v lJ 
(3) 

where G is the shear modulus and v is Poisson's ratio. 



If now at the beginning of an increment the flow rule in stress 
space is formulated, it can be shown that the elastic-plastic 
increment in stress is such that the yield condition, when 
satisfied at the beginning of the increment, is also satisfied at 

the end of the increment (at least for a non-hardening material). 
Moreover, in [1] it was shown that the mid-increment algo-
rithm provides a stable way of integration of the plasticity 

equations. in contrast with the traditional tangent modulus 
method. 

Plane stress conditions 

To derive a mid-increment algorithm for plane stress situations, 
it is necessary to start from the three-dimensional algorithm 
and to reduce this formulation to two-dimensional plane stress 
conditions. 
Starting point is hence the calculation of the fictitious elas
tic stress increment as given in (3). Since only the planar 
components of stress are calculated, we write 

The value of the volume strain ~£kk follows from the plane 
stress condition, which yields for the ~c 33 component: 

(4) 

where the superscripts e and p denote the elastic and plastic 
components. 
From this follows for the volume strain: 

e l-2v e l-2v ( p M;kk = {).£kk = -1- {).£ = -1- {).£ - M::. ), y 1,2. , -v yy -v yy yy 
(6) 

Substitution in equation (4) then yields 
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fia = G(~Ea. 0 + ~ 6 ~E )J - ~~ 6 nEP 
a.S .., 1-v a.S yy 1-v a.B yy 

(7) 

The first term in this expression would be obtained if the 
elastic moduli in plane stress were multiplied with the half 
of the strain increment. Therefore we define this expression as 

the fictitious elastic plane stress increment naps 
a.S 

(8) 

For the flow rule the deviatoric components of the fictitious 
stress increment are important; they are defined by: 

(9) 

For the fictitious hydrostatic stress increment the fictitious 
increment in the third component must be calculated; it follows 
from equations (3), (5), and (6) as 

= G 

Combination of equations (7), (8) and (10) then yields for 
the fictitious hydrostatic stress increment: 

Substitution of equations (7), (8) and (11) in (9) then 
furnishes: 

( 10) 

( 11) 



(12) 

Now, the fictitious deviatoric stress increment is calculated 
in terms of the fictitious plane stress increment and the true 
plastic strain increment. The problem is now, to find a ficti
tious increment in a plane stress state ~o~~ of which the 
deviatoric components agree with equation (12). 
So, it is defined that 

nops - !o naps = t:.o' 
aS 3 aS yy aS 

= Acr-ps _ 1~ -ps Gl-2v , ·~P 
w aS 3uaS ncryy +3(1-v) uaS w~yy 

With 

it is readily found that 

AO - ~Ao = ~~i- 2)) o ne:p af3 3 aS -v nf3 yy ' 

which yields for A 

A. = ci-2v t.e:p 
-v yy 

Substitution of A in equation (14) yields the final result 

With a change of the shear-modulus to Young's modulus this 
results in 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

( 16) 

(17) 

(18) 
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Note that the correction term vanishes for a Poisson's ratio 
equal to .5. Here the answer is given for the stable result of 
figure 8 in [lJ; the correction term was not implemented in the 
MARC program when those calculations were done, but from 
equation (18) it becomes clear that for v = .5 no correction 
is needed. 

Iterative algorithm 

Due to the correction term in equation (18) an iterative 
procedure must be developed to find the fictitious increment 
in a plane stress state as a function of the increment of the 
plastic component of principal strains. 
Equation (18) serves as basis for this iterative procedure and is 
rewritten as 

(19) 

When a new increment is started, the tangent modulus procedure 
is used first to calculate the displacement increment. From 
that part of the analysis follows a strain increment 6E(O). 

yy 
As a first estimate is taken 

(20) 

Subsequently the stress increment to be added is calculated, 
as 

6cr~~(l) = 6aps(O) + E1- 2v o (6E(O)- 6ee(O)), (21) 
~~ aS 2(l-v2} aS yy yy 

- (0) ( ) 
where 6op~ is calculated from 6e 0 with use of equation (8). 

a~ yy 

Now the elastic strain increment corresponding to equation {21) 
is calculated, from which follows the next iteration: 

(22) 
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This leads to the general relation 

Convergence of this iterative procedure is detected by looking 
at the changes in ~ee , and it is assumed that sufficient 

yy 
accuracy has been obtained if 

(24) 

where in the program x is set equal to FRCTOL/10. (*) 

After sufficient convergence has been obtained, it is checked 
in the usual way whether is sufficiently accurate. If yes, 
the solution is stepped forward. If no, ~e a is calculated as 

(l} ap 

~e~~) and ~~~~ is again calculated with use of equation (8). 

Then the iterative procedure on ~ee is started again by setting 
yy 

e(O) e(i+1) 
~£ = b£ (25) 

YY YY 

(i+l) (0) 
with bee is the last value obtained for ~ee . 

yy yy 
From hereon the procedure proceeds in same fashion as before. 
This process is continued until bee and be a have converged, 

YY a~ 

after which the next increment is started. 

Numerical tests 

The tests mentioned in [1], the uniaxial tension test, stressed 
direction under 45 degrees, (fig. 5) and the simple shear 
test (fig. 7) were repeated, and the results were good. 
The strong fluctuations of the stress values in different 
integration points disappeared completely (fig. 6) and also 
there are no differences anymore in the simple shear test 
when Poisson's ratio is equal to .5 or to .3 (fig. 8). 

(*} With FRCTOL being a tolerance parameter to control general 
convergence and usually set equal to .1. 
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Conclusions 

The "mean normal" algorithm for plane stress conditions has 
been derived and implemented in the MARC-program; so the 
numerical treatment on large strain plasticity [1] has been 
completed. 
But the user must be warned that erroneous results can be obtained 
due to an unsufficient number of iterations. 
The experience of the author up till now indicates that while 

the loopcounter was set equal to 5, convergence was reached 
before. 
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CHAPTER IL4. 

PROC EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS, 1981, Paper 4 

A METHOD TO REDEFINE A FINITE ELEMENT MESH AND ITS 
APPLICATION TO METAL FORMING AND 

SUMMARY 

CRACK GROWTH ANALYSIS 

G. J. M. GEL TEN 

MARC Analysis Research Corporation, Europe 

J. E. DEJONG 

Philips' Research Laboratories 

In large strain finite element analyses problems may occur, due to 

a strong distortion of the element shapes during a deformation

process simulation if the updated Lagrange procedure is applied. 

These distortions will cause inaccurate solutions and even they may 

result in elements turning inside-out. An element mesh rezoning 

philosophy has been developed to overcome these problems and the 

appropriate computer coding has been implemented into a general 

purpose nonlinear finite element program. In order to correct for 

distorted element shapes the actual finite element mesh is perio

dically redefined after some amount of deformation has ocoured. 

This redefinition of the model is based on the deformed shape and 

on the current state of the material. 

The element mesh rezoning philosophy does consist of three steps. 

A continuous field for all position dependent variables is deter

mined by means of local smoothing techniques. In these continuous 

fields a new finite element model is defined. For this new model 

all variables are calculated via an interpolation procedure. 
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In this paper the method of redefinition of the model will be presen

ted and various applications for metal forming processes will be dis

cussed. Another area in which this method of redefinition may be used 

is crack growth analysis. It is explained how the method can be ap

plied successfully to this type of problems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The finite element method incorporating the updated Lagrange ap

proach is an often used method to carry out calculations for 

problems where large elastic-plastic deformations occur [1]. 

In this approach the state at the beginning of an increment 

serves as the reference state for the calculation of the in

cremental values. At the next increment the reference state is 

then updated, etc. In more conventional finite element analyses 

the total Lagrange approach is used [2], where the initial state 

(undeformed geometry) is always used as the reference state. 

The updated Lagrange approach has several advantages, but one 

serious disadvantage which puts a limit on the maximum defor

mation attainable. 

Due to large deformations the element mesh may strongly dege

nerate, and in the updated Lagrange approach this degenerated 

element mesh is used as the referende state for the analysis 

of subsequent increments. 

This effect may be so serious that poor results are obtained, 

or even it can happen that elements locally turn "inside-out", 

which makes further analysis impossible. The degeneration of 

the element mesh is completely dependent on the displacements 

and this cannot be controlled by the user (not even by a good 

choice of the initial element subdivision). 

In order to continue a large deformation analysis with suffi

cient accuracy it will be necessary to define a new mesh. This 

new mesh should describe the same physical problem as the "up

dated" old mesh, and for that reason the state in the old mesh 
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has to be transferred into the new mesh. (See Figure 1), Such 

a transfer is, of course, only possible if the state in the old 

mesh is defined with respect to its current configuration. 

Hence, the use of the updated Lagrange approach is necessary 

for the application of such a procedure. A second limitation 

on the present method is that the transfer of the state from 

the old mesh to the new mesh, can only be done for continuum 

elements, so the procedure is not available for beam and shell 

type elements. The procedure to describe such a new mesh is cal

led rezoning. 

I 
a~ Original (undefoned mesh) b. Deformed mesh bt!ore rezoning 

Re-zoning exa.~~ple rfllfr ll'l . ( I I I 
I 1 I 

c.. Deformed aeah a.!ttr rezonin& 

This rezoning procedure does not interfere with other options 

in finite element programs and can be a stand-alone part of a 

finite element program. This makes it extremely useful to com

bine with a general purpose nonlinear finite element coding, in 

case of the authors it is incorporated in a special version of 

the MARC-J1 program as a separate option [3]· 

THEORY 

The rezoning procedure consists of a number of basic steps. 

These steps are given below: 
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1. Definition of a continuous field for all variables. 

2. Definition of a new mesh. 

3· Determination of the values of the element variables in the 

integration points of the new mesh and the values of the 

nodal variables in the nodes of the new mesh. 

Definition of a continuous field for all variables 

Upon calling the rezoning procedure a continuous field for all 

variables in the current state of the element mesh must be cal

culated • .A number of procedures exist to describe such a conti:

nuous field for all variables in a finite element mesh: 

- The use of complicated elements to ensure that all element 

variables are continuous over the element boundaries. Dis

advantage of this procedure is that the rezoning method will 

become less independent of the finite element code because it 

will be applicable to certain elements only. 

- Extrapolation of all integration point values of an element 

to its nodal points. Subsequently at each nodal point the 

mean value of all the elements joining that node is calcu~ 

lated. With this method all variables have been determined 

in the nodes, and by partitioning the mesh into triangles 

(2-D meshes) or tetrahedrons (3-D meshes) a continuous field 

for all variables can be described. This method will be cal

led 11local smoothing with triangularization". 

- Global extrapolation of all variables using e.g. the least 

square fit method [4]. The disadvantage of this method is 

that, additional to the set of analysis-equations, again a 

complete set of linear equations has to be solved. 

This makes it very uneconomical. 

The use of conjugate approximation functions [5]. Once again 
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this method requires the solution of a large system of equa

tions and is for that reason very uneconomical. 

From these alternatives the second procedure (local smoothing 

with triangularization) seems to be most suited for the purpose. 

From mathematical approximation theory it became clear that this 

method leads to the same order of accuracy as the more complex 

methods [6]. And the coding involved is rather simple and may 

easily be incorporated in a general purpose finite element pro

gram. 

a. Linear triangular ele;aent 

- ll'l'RIJ..~ • 111JMEL 

b. ~uadratic triangular elem.>?:l':: 

- NTRIA!I • 4 • lflJMZL 

c. Linear quadrilateral element 

~ liTRIA!I • 4. IIU!!EL 

- !!EXTRA • 0 

' ' ' t /,. 
_ _::~--
/'' 

/ I ' / I , 

- NEJCT.RA • 0 - NEXTRA • IIU!!EL 

d. Quadrati<:: quadrilateral element 

- ll'l'RUII • 6 • 111JMEL 

•· Linear brick element 

- ll'l'E'l'RA • 24 • 111JMEL 

t,. Quadratio bl:'iek element 

- IITE'tRA • 48 • ll1ll'IEL 

- II'EXTIU • liUMEJ. - II'EXTlU • 4 • 111JMEL - l!EX'l'IU • 4 • IIUl!EL 

li'igure 2 'triangulariution ot the aeab 

ll'l'llUll ie nwobU' ot tr111.D1flU 

ll'l'E'l'll.l ie nwaber or tetrs.hed:ron• 

li!XTR4 ie nua'ber ot extra nodea 

The local-smoothing-with triangularization procedure consists of 

three phases: 

Subdivide the old mesh into triangles or tetrahedrons and 

store the connectivity of this subdivision. Some extra nodal 

points have to be defined during this process if quadrilateral 

or brick elements are used (see Figure 2). 
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- Determine the location of all nodes in the new mesh in rela

tion to the triangles and tetrahedrons by determining the 

triangle or tetrahedron containing the node and calculating 

its so-called triangular coordinates 11, 12, 13 and 14. 

See appendix A for the details of this calculation. 

- Extrapolate all element variables to nodal point variables by 

the above described local smoothing technique. The values in 

the extra nodes, which are defined during the triangulariza

tion, are determined by the same procedure. The determination 

of nodal values from integration point values, necessary in 

this process, is done by di- or tri-linear extrapolation. 

Another method would be isoparametric extrapolation but ex

perience in a related topic as contour plotting programs has 

learned that the former is preferable. 

Definition of a new mesh 

The new mesh should cover in principle the same area or volume 

as the deformed old mesh does. At curved boundaries, however, 

a slight change of the mesh may occur. This new mesh may be com

pletely different from the old mesh with regard to number of 

nodes, number of elements and element connectivity. So far the 

user has to decide the moment of rezoning during an analysis and 

to give an extensive definition of the new mesh. In future auto

matic redefinition procedures are planned to be considered. 

Determination of the values of the element variables in the 

integration points of the new mesh and the values of the nodal 

variables in the nodes of the new mesh 

For every node in the new mesh the triangle or tetrahedron con

taining this node is determined and the triangular coordinates 
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11, L2, Lj and 14 are stored. This implies that ror all the 

nodal variables the value in the nodal points of the new mesh 

can be calculated via a simple linear interpolation within a 

triangle or tetrahedron. Usually every node of the new mesh lies 

within a triangle or tetrahedron. However, on mesh boundaries a 

node in the new mesh may lie outside the old mesh. In this case 

the nearest triangle or tetrahedron is used and linear extra

polation is applied. Since all variables were calculated at the 

nodal points this implies that now all variables at the nodal 

and additional points of the new mesh are known (see Figure 3). 
The next step is to determine the values of the element vari

ables in the element of the new mesh. This is done for every 

element by interpolation from the nodal values. ~ain two me

thods can be used: 

- Bi- or tri-linear interpolation. 

- Isoparametric interpolation. 

Both methods are available and the user has to decide which one 

should be used. 

Putl:r tri&n&Ula.rizod aeab vbon 110deo .1. aDd ll 

haT• to 'be lDOTed 

The last step is the determination of the values of the nodal 

variables at the nodes of the new mesh. These variables have 

been calculated in a previous phase and can directly be stored 

as new nodal values. 
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The steps in the rezoning procedure are now completed and a new 

mesh describing the same physical situation as has been created. 

However, due to these mathematical approximative operations 

equilibrium will not be satisfied exactly. 

For this reason it is recommended to perform a zero or very 

small load step in the subsequent analysis, so that the small 

errors by the rezoning process are passed by and no unloading 

effects occur. 

But in general it must be noted that the transfer to a new mesh 

may cause deviations in the nodal equilibrium. It is not unlike

ly that in some oases these deviations will clearly show up in 

the first new increments after a rezoning step. 

CODING 

In the previous section the method is described to transfer the 

state of a specimen from one mesh to another mesh. This method 

can be coded and inserted into an existing finite element code, 

in fact the whole procedure is incorporated in the general pur

pose nonlinear finite element package MARC, version J.1 [3]. 
Figure 4 shows the subsequent steps in the rezoning procedure. 

In the actual implementation, however, a few more aspects need 

to be considered. 

First of all it should be possible to rezone only a part of a 

mesh. This will save considerable computer time. Also it may be 

desired to rezone a complete mesh in more than one rezoning step, 

as is necessary when discontinuities in the mesh are present, 

e.g. if the specimen is composed of two parts of different mate

rials. 

Simultaneously with the rezoning process it must be possible to 

change boundary conditions, loading history, tying constraints, 

etc. All these capabilities are already present in the MARC 

package, it only has to be watched that the rezoning option does 

not interfere with these capabilities. 
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EXAMPLES 

DEFINITION OF NEW MESH BY USER VIA INPUT 

DETERMINE NUMBER OF ELEMENT VARIABLES TO BE REZONED 

DETERMINE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS AND NODES INVOL YEO 

TRIANGULARIZE MESH AND EXTRAPOLATE ELEMENT VARIABLES 
TO NODAL VARIABLES 

DETERMINE VALUES IN THE NODES OF THE NEW MESH 

INTERPOLATE NODAL VALUES TO ELEMENT VALUES FOR THE 
ELEMENTS OF THE NEW MESH 

DETERMINE NODAL VALUES IN THE NODES OF THE NEW MESH 

UPOA TE COORDINATES OF THE NODES 

~ Steps in the rezoning procedure 

Thick-walled cylinder 

This example is to test the rezoning procedure and to show the 

influence of the rezoning step on the results of the analysis. 

It is also used to test the various options of the computer pro

gram. 

A thick-walled cylinder is loaded by an internal pressure to a 

level where large elastic-plastic deformations occur and after

wards it will be unloaded to zero pressure. Considering the real 

pressure (total force divided by the actual inner surface area) 

a plastic instability showed up, which could be analysed because 

a prescribed force instead of a prescribed pressure was applied. 

The finite element model with all its geometrical characteris

tics and material data is given in Figure 5. The material be

haviour is assumed to be elastic-linear workhardening. The loa

ding history is given in Figure 6 and is based on prescribed in

ternal forces. The element model consists of five 4-node quadri

lateral elements with constant dilatation formulation [ 1]. 



The analysis is performed with an without using the rezoning op

tion to be able to make a comparison of the different results. 

E = 1000. N/m2 

\1 = 0.3 

c:> 
c--1 

,.,.,..... 
I 
~ ~ ......., z .. 
5 .. .. .. ~ 
~ ,f ... 

II 

;[ ___ _ 
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In total four analyses were done: 

Normal analysis without using the rezoning option (analysis 

I). 

Analysis with rezoning after the tenth load step. The deformed 

geometry before and after rezoning is given in Figure 7b and 

7c respectively. In this analysis one element is deleted and 

the deformed geometry is divided into four equal elements 

(analysis II). 
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Analysis with rezoning after the sixteenth load step. The de

formed geometry before and after rezoning is given in Figure 

7d and 7e respectively. In this analysis the deformed geo

metry is divided into five equal elements (analysis III). 
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Analysis with rezoning after the sixteenth load step. The de-

formed geometry before and after rezoning is given in Figure 

7d and 7f respectively. In this analysis the deformed geome-

try is divided into five non-equal elements (analysis IV). 

The results, presented in a pressure versus internal radius 

diagram, are shown in Figure 8, together with the analyctical 

solution for the equivalent rigid-workhardening material [1]. 

Note that excellent agreement between theory and finite element 

calculation is obtained and that results after rezoning are 

within a few percent of the results without using the rezoning 

option. Even for the second calculation where one element is 

omitted. 

symmetry plane 0 

100 elements 126 node~ 
.Ia E 6999 MN/m2 
"' .. 
"" ... \) = 0.3 ii 
li .. 2 "" .. ay = 24 MN/m 

.Figure 9 Model of axisymmetric disk 

Upsetting of a disk 

The second problem is the axisymmetric upsetting of a disk. The 

dimensions of the disk and the finite element mesh used are 

shown in Figure 9. 

The element used is a 4-node quadrilaterial axisymmetric ring 

element with constant dilatation [1]. The material properties 

are given in Figure 10 as a true stress versus logarithmic 

strain curve. Fully sticking conditions were assumed between 

disk and tool. 
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The analysis was carried out without using the rezoning option, 

which limits the height reduction that can be calculated to ap

proximately 10% because of excessive distortion of the deformed 

element (inside out), Afterwards the same analysis was performed 

using the rezoning option on a repetitive basis without changing 

the number of elements and nodes in the mesh. 
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See Figure 11 for a typical redefinition of the mesh. Figure 12 

shows part of the mesh after a height reduction of 3Q%. The ana

lysis can be continued without problems as long as the rezoning 

option is used periodically. 

a.. Deformed mesh before t'ez.onin& b. Deformed 11eah alter :rezoniDB 

:rtsuro 11 Part of ••th botore and alter rezon:I.DB 
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The force-displacement curve is shown in Figure 13. The diffe

rencebetweenthe results of the standard analysis and the analy

sis using the rezoning facility are very small, however, the 

latter analysis can be continued almost unlimited. The force 

displacement curve is very smooth upto the end (30% height re

duction). Sometimes the increments immediately following a re

zoning step show a small discrepancy compared with the smooth 

curve. This is due to small errors introduced during the rezo

ning phase which could be corrected via load correction in the 

next few increments. 

z 
Part o! de.foi'!Ied mesh at 3>~ height reducti-on 

1500. 

1000. 

500. 

30 % height reduction 10% 20% 
0. 

0. 0.025 0.050 0.075 _ displacement [ mm ] 

Figure 1} Force - displacement curve for upsetting of a disk 
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Crack growth analysis 

Techniques of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) are now

adays widely applied to estimate the critical crack length for 

structures which contain defects. These techniques are only ap

plicable if fracture occurs before the onset to extensive plas

tic yielding. Structures made of ductile tough materials exhi

bit considerable strength even when containing large cracks. 

Significant plastic deformation occurs prior to the initiation 

of crack growth which implies that LEFM techniques are no longer 

applicable. 

During the last decade a considerable amount of research work 

has been devoted to the development of Elastic-Plastic Fracture 

Mechanics (EPFM) criteria which can predict crack initiation. 

Since in ductile structures crack initiation is followed by a 

period of stable crack growth, the maximum load capacity may be 

much higher than the load that causes initiation of crack growth. 

For this reason it is expected that in near future research in 

EPFM will concentrate on criteria for fracture instability. 

Verification of these criteria will require complex finite- ele

ment computations of three dimensional models [7]. 

Be !ore rezoning After re%onins 

Figure 14 Siazulation of crack: srowth b;y u•ing rezoning 

The numerical similation of crack growth phenomena by means of 

finite element techniques is usually carried out by releasing 

nodal forces in front of the crack tip as the cracksize in

creases. In this approach modification of standard isoparame-
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trio element to describe the near-tip strain singularity is no 

longer possible. 

The rezoning procedure seems to offer a prom1s1ng solution to 

this problem. Part of the finite element model which describes 

the near-tip field may remain unaltered and can be translated 

to simulate crack growth. The mesh which is far away from the 

crack tip may also be kept unchanged thus requiring only a modi

fication of the intermediate part (see Figure 14). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results presented it can be concluded that the re

zoning option is very useful when large deformation analysis is 

performed using the updated Lagrange approach, because it ena

bles indefinite continuation of the analysis. A nondistorted 

element mesh can be guaranteed during the complete analysis 

which improves the accuracy of the results. 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix a procedure is given to test whether a point lies 

within a tetrahedron. 

Consider a tetrahedron with the coordinates of the corners given by: 

The coordinates of the point are: 

The location of this point can be expressed in terms of the corner 

positions with use of the so-called triangular coordinates 

L1, L2, L3 and L4: 

The coordinates satisfy the property: 

1 

and may hence be written as: 

Ll a. 

L2 13 

L3 y 

L4 1 a.-13-y 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 



Substitution of (5) in (3) yields the system of equations; 

(xl-x4) (xz-x4) (x3-x4) a (xn-x4) 

(yl-y4) (y2-y4) (y3-y4) s (yn-y4) 

{zl-z4) (z2-z4) (z3-z4) y (zn-z4) (6) 

or, with: 

- - -
xl = xl-x4 xz = Xz-X4 x3 = x3-x4 xn xn-x4 

- - - (7) 
yl = YCY4 • Yz Yz-Y4 ' y3 = y3-y4 ' Yn yn-y4 

-
zl = zl-z4 z2 = z2-z4 z3 = z3-z4 zn zn-z4 

-
xl xz x3 (l xn 

- (8) 
yl y2 y3 s Yn 

-
zl z2 z3 y z n 

From ( 8 ) a , f3 and y can be calculated by a simple matrix inver-

sian and multiplication. This yields via (5) to a value for 11 , 1 2 , 

13 and 14. It is readily checked that a point lies within the tetra

hedron if 11 , 1 2 , 13 and 14 are all non-negative. Moreover, in that 

case 11, 12 , 13 and 14 are also the interpolation factors. In case 

the nodal point is not within one of the tetrahedrons, as can be the 

case when a boundary point in the new mesh has been moved a little 

outside the old mesh, the closest tetrahedron may be determined by 

testing on the quantity. 

(9) 



If the node lies within the tetrahedron, L 0. Otherwise the tetra-

hedron with the lowest L value may be selected. 

For two dimensional problems testing is performed with respect to 

triangles instead of tetrahedrons. This simplifies the procedure, 

because all z-coordinates are zero and so is 14, while then L3 is put 

equal to 1-n-B, and the same calculation procedure holds. 



CHAPTER 11.5. 

PROC. PLASTICITY OF METALS AT FINITE STRAII\', Stanford 1982, pp. 65·102 

SOME ASPECTS OF NON-ISOTROPIC WORKHARDENING 
IN FINITE STRAIN PLASTICITY 

J C. NAGTEGAAL 
MARC Analysis Researcb Corporation 

260 Sheridan At·enue, Suite 314 
Palo Alto, Califomia 94306 

ABSTRACT 

J E. DEJONG 
Philips Research Laboratories 

5600 MD Eindhat·en, The Netberland.r 

Various non-isotropic hardening rules which have been developed 

for reversed or cyclic loading behavior are rederi ved in terms of a 

finite strain plasticity formulation. It is shown that due to large 

strain effects the stress-strain response depends strongly on the 

type of hardening law used, even in cases where no load reversa!s 

seem to occur. As an example the finite torsion of a th:l.ck-walled 

tube is analyzed with various hardening laws. It is shown that in 

some cases apparent softening may occur in the torsion test whereas 

no softening is present in the uniaxial stress-strain curve. It is 

attempted to give some indication concerning the validity of .various 

formulations for hardening laws in the finite strain regime. Results 

of torsion experiments indicate that various effects predicted by the 

theory, such as elongation of the torsion specimen and plastic in-

stability, can indeed be observed in practice. 

1. Introduction 

For many plasticity problems it appears to be sufficient to 

characterize the hardening behavior of the material by the 

stress-strain curve of the material only. In particular, this is 

true if the loading is proportional, that is if the values of the 

components of the stress tensor all increase proportionally. 

However, if the loading path is more complicated, or exhibits load 
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loading the kinematic model provides a better value of the yield 

stress than the isotropic model; however, after continued reversed 

loading, the kinematic model tends to underestimate the amount of 

workhardening. It is also possible to combine the effects of 

kinematic and isotropic hardening, as shown in fig. lc. This im

proves the results for continued reversed loading, but still yields 

unsatisfactory results for cyclic loading. In the development of 

more sophisticated models for the description of cyclic loading be

havior two approaches have emerged. One is the so-called overlay- or 

fraction-model, in which the material is considered to be composed of 

a series of parallel elastic-perfectly plastic overlays or fractions. 

This model was first put forward by Masing in one-dimensional form 

[3], and was later generalized by (amongst others) Besseling [4] to 

general stress states. The behavior of the model in uniaxial 

reversed loading is shown in fig. ld. 

The other approach is based on further development of the 

kinematic hardening model. In the work of Mroz [5], [6], a 

multi-surface kinematic hardening theory was introduced, with which 

it was possible to obtain the same uniaKial loading-unloading curves 

as with the fraction model (fig. ld). Some concepts of this theory 

were later used by Dafalias and Popov [7) and independently by Krieg 

[8] to set up a plasticity theory with two surfaces (a "yield" sur

face and a "bounding" surface), both of: which can change in size and 

translate in stress space. With these models good agreement can be 

obtained for complicated uniaxial loading histories. A model based 

on a modification of the kinematic hardening concept was also put 

forward, by Mroz et al. [9], in which several other variants of the 

kinematic hardening model, proposed earlier, were discussed. 
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reversals, the characterization by a simple stress-strain curve is no 

longer adequate. It is known from experiments that, after a metal 

has been deformed, the yield stress takes on different values for 

different loading directions. In the simple uniaxial test, it is 

well known that after prior tensile strain the magnitude of the yield 

stress in compression will often decrease strongly, which phenomenon 

is known as the Bauschinger effect. In recent years, many hardening 

theories have been developed to account for more complicated loading 

histories in the materials. The earliest attempt was the so-called 

kinematic hardening model, originally developed by Prager [ 1] and 

later modified slightly by Ziegler (2]. The behavior of this model 

in a uniaxial tension-compression test is shown in fig. lb; compare 

with the behavior of the isotropic model in fig. la. For reversed 

6 

• b c d 

Fig. 1. Various hardening models 
a. isotropic hardening model 
b. kinematic Prager-Ziegler hardening model 
c. combined hardening model 
d. Mroz hardening model (and overlay model) 
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The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the effect of 

non-isotropic hardening models on large plastic strain analysis. In 

the (numerical) analysis of metal deformation processes it is usually 

tacitly assumed that the material hardens isotropically. The reason 

for this is that the nature of the work hardening model seems to be 

unimportant for most of these problems, since no aiplicit load rever

sals occur; hence the simplest model seems to be'apptopriate. 

In metal-deformation processes, however, the material may un-

dergo large rotations with respect to the applied stress state. 

Because of the objectivity principle this is equ:tvalent to applica-

tion of a rotating stress state to a non-rot~ting material, a 

situation for which it :l.s known that ·anisotropic hardening must be 

taken into account in order to get a good descript!~n, of the observed 

phenomena. In this paper the theory folr anisotro~ically hardening 

materials subjected to large strains will be derived, and the impor-

tance of the application of an adequate theory will be demonstrated. 

2. Theoretical Formulation 

The basic equations for the analysis of large strain plasticity 

problems are most conveniently expressed in an updated Lagrange 

formulation. These equations have been derived and presented in a 

number of papers [10-121, and are briefly reviewed here. The basis 

for the formulation is the rate equation of virtual work, expressed 

as: 
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(2.1) 



• T 
In this equation the Truesdell rate of Cauchy stress a ij is related 

to the usual rate of' Cauchy stress by: 

(2.2) 

and the integrations' are carried out over the current volume V and 

surface S. For the-~aning of the other symbols the reader is 

referred to the l,fst _of symbols ~ttached to this paper. 

The essence of t:h~ large strain theory is the correct formula-

tion of the elastiC""pl-estic constitutive equations. One aspect of 

this is that the stress rate to be used must be spin-invariant, that 

is, for rigid rotations the stress rate should vanish identically. 

This assumption, however, does not determine completely which stress 

rate should be used •. The Truesdall rate of stress, for instance, is 

a spin-invariant measure. If it is additionally assumed that the 

elastic properties of the material do not change due to plastic 

deformation, it can be proven [12-13] that the elastic-plastic rate 

equations are to be written as follows: 

v L (e-p) 
0 ij = ijkt Dkt. (2.3) 

v 
Here a1 j is the Jaumann rate of Cauchy stress, related to the usual 

rate of Cauchy stress by: 

(2.4) 
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and ~ij is the spin tensor: 

(2. 5) 

In equation (2.3), the moduli Li~f) are equal to the moduli in clas-

sical small-strain plasticity theory. For the usual elastic-

perfectly plastic Von Mises (J
2

) flow theory, for instance, one 

finds: 

(2.6) 

Combining (2.2) and (2.4), the Truesdell rate can be expressed in 

terms of the Jaumann rate: 

(2.7} 

Thus, one has obtained a constitutive equation of the form: 

(2.8) 

where the "large strain" moduli Lijkl are related to the "classical" 

moduli L(e-p) by the equation: 
ijk.l 
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(2.9) 

Note that the. last term in (2.9) disturbs the symmetry of the moduli; 

in metal plasticity, however, this term may be neglected because of 

absence of plastic volume changes. Hence one obtains: 

(2.10) 

The above equations have served as the basis for many finite strain 

plasticity calculations [10], [12), [14]. In all of these calcula-

tions, however, use was made of simple isotropically hardening 

plasticity models. Application of such models is simple because the 

moduli L(e-p) are directionally independent from the material 
ijkl 

viewpoint. In other words, the moduli L(e-p} are not affected by 
ijkl 

rotations of the material. 

This.picture changes completely if plasticity models with 

non-isotropic hardening are used. Such models have been developed to 

describe the phenomena occuring during load reversal or plastic cy-

cling [1-9]. In many of these models the yield surface does not only 

change in size but also shifts in stress space. This shift is 

usually denoted by the shift tensor CJ ij' and the yield criterion may 

be written in the form: 

= 0 • 
y 

(2.11) 
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Models which use one or more of such shift tensors are the classical 

kinematic ·hardening model, developed by Prager and Ziegler [1], [2], 

moqels in whj.ch ·isotropic and kinematic hardening are comb! ned [ 9] , 

and various ~DGdels developed by Mroz [5-6] and others [7-8]. 

A cyclic plasticity model which is also quite popular is the 

so-called o'!erlay or fraction model [4]. The basic idea of this 

model was formulated by Masing [3]. For materials which show 

prolonged hardening, however, the application of this model to large 

strain plas~tcity calculations gives rise to large elastic strains in 

some of the overlays/fractions, which casts some doubt on the 

validity of this model under those circumstances. Hence this model 

will not be considered here any further. 

Now le.t us return our attention to those models which use a 

shift tensor o.ij" In classical small strain theory the rate of 

change of th~s shift tensor is related to the plastic deformation 

(s) 
rate through some set of shift moduli Lijkl: 

._ L(s) D(p) 
0 ij • ijkl kl • (2.12) 

In an updated Lagrange formulation, however, we must make sure that 

equation· (Z.l2) becomes spin-invariant. The shift tensor o. 
1 

j is an 

internal ~aterial stress tensor and will thus rotate along with rigid 

body motions~ Hence in a large strain situation a spin-invariant 

• (SI) 
rate of the shift tensor o.

1
j should be used in (2.12): 
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,(SI) 
aij L (s) D(p) 

ijkl kl • (2 .13) 

The question that remains to be answered is exactly which 

spin-invariant rate should be used. All possible rates can be ex-

pressed in terms of the parameter n: 

.(SI) 
aij (2.14) 

assuming incompressibility the expression yields the Truesdell rate 

for n=1, the Jaumann rate for n=O and the Cotter-Rivlin rate for 

n=-1. Combination of (2.13) and (2.14) thus yields: 

(2.15) 

In metal plasticity, a consequence of the plastic incompressibility 

is that the shift tensor (and thus its rate) is deviatoric. Also, 

(s) 
the shift moduli Lijkl yield a deviatoric increase in a ij' Hence, 

taking the trace of (2,15) one readily finds that n must be zero. 

Consequently the large strain shift law takes the form: 

(2.16) 

This equation was implemented in the MARC program [15], which was 

used before by the authors to carry out large strain plasticity 

calculations. Classical Prager-Ziegler kinematic hardening was used 
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(s) 
to determine the moduli Lijkl• Then, the simple shear test shown in 

fig. 2 was carried out. The result (in form of a shear stress versus 

£ 

a b c 

Fig. 2. Simple shear test; geometry and material data 

shear strain diagram) is shown in fig. 3. Instead of a steadily 

2 

1 

-?! 

Fig. 3. Simple shear test; shear stress versus shear strain curve 
a. isotropic hardening model 
b. kinematic Prager-Ziegler hardening model 
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increasing stress-strain curve, one sees that the stress increases to 

a certain maximum, then gradually decreases and even becomes 

negative. This behavior seems highly unrealistic; of course even if 

this result is correct such a behavior can never occur in practice; 

strain localization will occur immediately after the point of maximum 

stress is reached. 

Nevertheless this result needs further investigation. In a pre-

vious paper [12] the authors had found that for these simple problems 

the numerically obtained elastic-plastic solutions agreed closely 

with analytically obtained rigid-plastic solutions. Hence, in order 

to study the large strain behavior of anisotropically hardening 

materials in more detail, rigid-plastic models are used in the next 

section. 

3. Some rigid-plastic material models with anisotropic work-

hardening 

Consider a rigid plastic material with anisotropic hardening 

through a single shift tensor a ..• The yield criterion is supposed 
1J 

to be according to Von Mises: 

2 (3.1) = C1 
y 

The size of the yield surface a may be a function of the deformation 
y 

history through the accumulated equivalent strain e: 

e = (3.2) 
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The rate of change of a as a function of E: will be termed the 
y 

instantaneous isotropic work hardening modulus hi: 

(3.3) 

It is assumed that the associated flow law holds: 

(3.4) 

Of course in the above equations all deformations are plastic 

deformations; below the yield stress the material is assumed rigid. 

Note that combination of (3.1) through (3.4) yields the isotropic 

hardening law: 

a 
y 

.:. 
hi .;

2 
D D • ! h ). 3 ij ij 3 I (3.5) 

The change of the shift tensor is supposed to be governed by the 

equation: 

v 
aij • pij ~1 °kl' (3.6) 

where the shift rate direction tensor pij may be a function of 

stress, shift tensor, the equivalent $train and eventually other 

internal (history) parameters denoted by ~: 
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(3.7) 

It is this tensor which essentially determines the properties of the 

anisotropic hardening model. The form of (3.7) will now be deter-

mined for a few models to be used in this paper. 

a. Prager-Ziegler kinematic hardening 

In this model the tensor pij is proportional to s 1 j.,.aij' or, 

with the Von Mises yield surface, proportional to nij" If the in-

stantaneous kinematic hardening modulus in a uniaxial tensile test is 

equal to ~ it then readily follows that: 

(3.8) 

with ~ a function of £ only. Indeed, in a uniaxial tensile test: 

(3.9) 

and consequently, with the time derivative of (3.1): 

(3.10) 
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b. Mroz hardening 

In the Mroz model various yield surfaces may be distinguished, 

which if the stress becomes sufficiently high, may all become 

"active" (fig. 4a-b). 

G initial state 
non. active yield surfaces 

active yield surfaces 

a b 

parallel normal vectors 

c 

Fig. 4. Mroz hardening concept 
a. initial state 
b. stressed state 
c. definition of shift rule 

Consider for the moment only one active yield surface, and as-

sume that subsequent yield surfaces have not shifted. The shift 

direction is formed by the line connecting the stress point on the 

active yield surface and the point with the same normal direction on 

the next yield surface. This condition, shown in fig. 4c, is mathe-

matically expressed as follows: 
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(3 .11) 

where cr is the size of the next yield surface. The sea la r ll w i 11 
y 

be determined such that the hardening rate is momentarily equal to 

the hardening rate in the Prager-Ziegler model. Leaving out the 

isotropic hardening component, it is readily established from (3 .I) 

and (3.8) that: 

(3.12) 

from which it follows with fl.cr = o -a that: y y y 

ll (3.13) 

Although not strictly necessary, the original assumption in the Mroz 

model is that '\ is independent of stress [ 5]. Hence it follows 

that: 

(3.14) 

Note that if the shift vector «ij is much smaller than the difference 

in equivalent yield stress o -cr , the Mroz model behaves ap
y y 

proximately the same as the Prager-Ziegler model. 
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This situation continues unti 1 the next yield surface is 

activated; then the motion of the next yield surface is governed by 

exactly the same set of equations as before, however, now with dif-

ferent values of ~ and !!.cry. The shift tensor of the new yield 

surface has of course an initial value of zero. 

c. A kinematic model with nonisotropic hardening rate. 

As was stated above, it is in fact not necessary to assume that 

the kinematic hardening coefficient~ is independent of stress, 

which was also observed in [7-9]. In particular in the two-surf ace 

theory of Krieg [8] it was assumed that the hardening direction of 

the inner surface was given by the Mroz rule, whereas the hardening 

rate depends on the distance of the stress point to the outer 

surface. For spherical yield surfaces, as occur in the Von Mises 

theory, the Krieg shift rule is equivalent to a modified Ziegler 

rule, where the direction and magnitude of the shift rate are propor-

tional to the difference between the stress point and a point inside 

the yield surface, e
1

. (fig. Sa). 
G J 

6 

b 

a Fig. 5. Modified kinematic hardening rules 
a. Krieg's two surface model 
b. new hardening model 
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The shift condition is mathematically expressed in the form: 

(3.15) 

where c is a constant. 

Now we need not only specify the motion of the shift vector aij' 

but also the motion of the shift rate center ~ . .• We will now adopt 
l.J 

a very simple expression for B ij: it will be assumed that B i j is 

proportional to aij' where the proportionality factor depends (fig. 

Sb) on the equivalent shift stress a ai .a .. , so that we obtain 
J lJ 

the relation: 

(3.16) 

This model is introduced only to have a simple model available for 

the analysis of large strain effects; the model gives physically 

reasonable results, but it is not claimed that the model gives an 

accurate description of all work hardening behavior. 

The value of c and f(a) can be determined from a uniaxial ten-

sile test. With use of (3.9) it follows analogous to (3.10) that: 

(3.17) 

Assuming that the initial hardening is the same in compression as in 

tension it follows that f(O) is finite, and thus: 
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c • ~(O) ~ ~~~-o· (3.18) 

3 
Since it is readily established that in tension 2 a 11 - a, it 

follows from (3.18) and (3.17) that: 

- ~ -f(a) • [1 - h (O)]/a. 
k 

(3 .19) 

Substituted in (3.14) this yields the shift rule: 

(3.20) 

Note that in this model the shift rule only depends on the shift ten-

sor «ij" If, after a certain deformation path, the shift tensor 

returns to zero, the material behaves as a virgin material. Of 

course the model could be improved with a more sophisticated choice 

of Bij' see p.e. [8); such models however will not be considered 

here. The cyclic behavior of this model, which bears some similarity 

to a simple model due to Mroz [9], is shown in fig. 6. Taking into 

account the simplicity of the model it seems to provide quite 

reasonable results. 
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Fig. 6. Cyclic behavior of new hardening model. 

4. The behavior of kinematically hardening materials in shear 

It is clear from eq. (2.16) that the difference between the 

small strain formulation and the large strain formulation is due to 

spin of the material. A situation in which such spin arises is the 

shearing of a material, such as occurs for instance in the torsion of 

a solid cylindrical rod. 

Let us therefore consider a situation in which only shear 

occurs. This is the case with the velocity field: 

a; 



where the other components vanish. The non-vanishing comp on en t s of 

the deformation rate and spin tensor are: 

(4.2) 

These values substituted in (2.16), (3.5) and (3.6) yield the 

equations: 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

(4.3c) 

These equations will now be solved with the various kinematic harden-

ing laws discussed in th.e previous section. The uniaxial stress 

strain curve will be assumed to be of the form: 

(4.4) 

in which the accumulated equivalent strain t is equal to the uniaxial 

logarithmic strain. 
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0.16, this relation describes the uniaxial behavior of commercially 

pure aluminum fairly well. 

In the case of an isotropically hardening material, it is 

readily proved that for simple shear relation (4.4.) transforms into: 

y B 
T = T y ( 1 + A 13) • (4.5) 

which is shown in fig. 7a. In the calculation$ for the various 

T (MPa] 

a 

c 

-o 
Fig. 7. Torsion test for al•Jminum; shear stress versus shear 

strain curve 
a. Isotropic 
b. Kinematic Prager-Ziegler 
c. New hardening model 
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kinematic hardening models, it will be assumed that no isotropic har-

dening is present (h
1 

= 0). Of course this is in general not 

correct; however it serves very well to bring out the characteristics 

of the various hardening models. Below, the differential equations 

for a .. will be specified; it readily follows from (3.1), (3.4) and 
l.J 

(4.2) that: 

(4.6) 

a. The Prager-Ziegler hardening model 

From (24) it is readily established that the only non-vanishing 

components of pi. are: . J 

(4.7) 

where the hardening modulus ~ follows from differentiation of (4.4): 

(4.8) 

Substituted in (4.3) this yields the equations: 
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(4.9) 

The resulting shear stress-shear strain curve is shown in fig. 7b. 

Note that it has essentially the same characteristic as the curve 

shown in fig. 3: the shear stress reaches a maximum and subsequently 

oscillates strongly. Note that for the Prager-Ziegler model a steady 

state in shear can only be obtained if a 12~o; also note that this is 

true regardless of whether the hardening modulus ~ depends on the 

stress or not. This result is rather unrealistic, and improvement 

can only be obtained if the Ziegler shift law is abandoned. 

b. The Mroz hardening model 

After a particular yield surface has been activated, it follows 

from (3.14) that the relevant components of pij are: 

p22 ( 4.1 0) 

l 
p12 • p21 • 3 13 \.· 

Substitution of these expressions in (4.3) yields, with use of A~ y 

Ac I 13: y 
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(4.lla) 

(4.l1b) 

(4.llc) 

In practical applications only a finite number of yield surfaces 

can be taken into account, leading to a piecewise linear hardening 

curve. For theoretical considerations, however, it is well possible 

to let the number of yield surfaces approach to infinity, thus ob-

taining a smooth hardening curve. Hence the equations (4.11) need to 

be solved for the limiting case of AT •0, with initial conditions 
y 

e.i{O at the start of activation of the yield surface. With use of 

1 
a series expansion it is readily checked that, with Ay=AT y/Jhk, it 

follows that: 
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lim Aall • O(Ay ), 
Ay+O 

2 O(Ay ), (4.12) 



Upon integration, it follows that only the linear term in ~Y yields a 

contribution, and that the resulting shear stress-shear strain curve 

is exactly the same as the isotropic curve (fig. 7a). Moreover it 

can be proved that this same result is obtained for any deformation 

history with continuous loading. Hence, in the limiting case the 

application of the Mroz model in large strain plasticity calculations 

will yield the same results as the isotropic model in most practi-

cally important cases. 

c. The kinematic model with non-isotropic hardening rate 

For this model, the non-vanishing components are supplied by 

(3.15), leading to the relations: 

(4.13a) 

(4.13b) 

where a follows from (3.16): 

-2 
a (4.14) 

The function f(;;) can be determined from the uniaxial tensile 

data with use of (3.19), which yields: 

f(~) = [1 - (1 + ~/o )(B-l)/B)/~ 
y 

(4.15) 
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The resulting shear stress-shear strain curve is shown in fig. 7c. 

Initially there is only little deviation from the isotropic curve, 

but in a later stage the shear stress seems to asymptotically reach a 

limit value. This limit value can be calculated as the solution of 

(4.13) with the time derivates &ij set to zero; after some manipula-

tions these equations can be rewritten as a transcendental equation 

in a, which can only be solved iteratively. 

Parameter studies have shown that for other values of A and B 

the results may look somewhat different; in particular a maximum in 

the shear stress may be reached before the asymptotic value is 

approached. This behavior is for instance demonstrated for a 

material with A=B=.20 (fig. Ba-b). 

"'[ (MPa] 

l 
b 
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Fig. 8. Torsion test for carbon steel; shear stress 

versus shear strain curve 
a. Isotropic hardening 
b. New hardening model 



Hence, depending on the shift rule and the uniaxial hardening 

properties, the shear stress-shear strain curve may or may not show a 

maximum. Since plastic instability has been observed in plastic tor-

sion tests, both types of behavior probably occur in real materials. 

Another interesting result which may be derived from the shift 

equations is the shear behavior after prior axial compression. In 

axial compression, the components of the shift tensor have the value: 

(4.16) 

If the material is subsequently sheared, it follows from (4.3c), 

(4.4), (4.7), (4.8) and (4.16) that the initial behavior of the 

Prager-Ziegler model is: 

(4.17) 

where the equivalent strain £ is related to the compress ion of the 

bar Al/t
0 

by: 

1-e-e: (4.18) 

For the values of A and B as supplied before, it follows that 
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the material behaves pseudo perfectly-plastic in shear <« 12•0), after 

an axial compression of 21.6% (fig. 9). In contrast one finds for 

20r--=;:======================~a============= 
b 

0 ·10 ·20 
-e: 

Fig. 9. Decrease of hardening modulus in shear due to prior 
axial compression 
a. Isotropic hardening model 
b. Prager-Ziegler hardening model 
c. New hardening model 

the modified model from (4.13c): 

(4.19) 

Although a small decrease of hardening rate will also occur in 

this case, the model does not show zero work hardening (fig. 9). 

Also note that it follows from (4.13a-b) that in the modified model 

the shift tensor, which was caused by the compression, will disappear 
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rapidly upon continued shearing. This is not the case in the 

Prager-Ziegler model, as is clear from (4.9). At this moment, we 

have no experimental data available to compare with the theoretical 

predictions; however, the behavior of the Prager-Ziegler model seems 

rather unrealistic. 

5. Discussion of results and comparison with experiments 

The theoretical formulations presented in the previous sections 

indicate that in case of large plastic deformations nonisotropic har

dening may have considerable influence on the stress distribution 

during metal deformation processes. This anisotropic harden! ng is 

closely related to the Bauschinger effect which is apparent during 

reversed or cyclic loading. The formulation presented here has been 

applied to a simple shear problem with various kinds of hardening 

laws with which is has been attempted to model the plastic deforma

tion of metals under cyclic loading. The simplest and oldest of 

these models, the so-called Prager-Ziegler kinematic hardening model, 

yields very peculiar results. It is seen from fig. 7b that the shear 

stress only stays close to the specified (isotropic) workhardening 

curve in the initial phase of the analysis (shear strain less than 

~50%). After that, the shear stress levels off quickly and reaches a 

maximum for shear strain on the order of 100%. The theoretical curve 

then proceeds to decrease and, eventually, increase again. The prac

tical significance of this part of the curve is limited, however, 

since in actual tests strain localization and subsequent failure 

would follow immediately. At the same time the shear stress starts 

deviating, a compressive stress develops perpendicular to the direc

tion of shearing as shown in fig. lOa. As long as the shear stress 
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Fig. 10. Axial compressive stress in fixed end torsion test 

a. Kinematic Prager-Ziegler hardening 
b. New hardening model 

is positive, this compressive stress increases; beyond that the 

stress falls, but again that is not of practical interest. Before 

discussing the behavior of the Mroz model let us now first consider 

the more closely related modified kinematic model. Here, the devia-

tion from the specified curve is much smaller; the shear stress now 

tends to approach a constant value (fig. 7c). For most practical 

workhardening curves, the stress is likely to continually increase; 

for some materials it seems possible, however, that the shear stress 

reaches a maximum before approaching constant value (fig. Sb). 

Also, with this model a compressive stress perpendicular to the 

shear direction develops (fig. lOb); similar to the shear stress, 

this compressive stress also approaches a constant value. The dif-

ference between the behavior of the two models can be explained with 
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some consideration of the basic assumptions underlying the mode 1 s. 

In both models the anisotropy of the workhardening is modeled through 

the presence of the shift tensor aij' which may be thought of as rep-

resenting the internal stresses in the material, called "back 

stresses" by the materials scientists [16]. 

In the Prager-Ziegler model, the hardening rate (that is, the 

rate of change of the internal stress) is a function of the eq u i v

alent plastic strain rate only, regardless of in which direction the 

change of internal stress occurs. Formulated simply: in the Prager

Ziegler model, it is just as easy to increase as to decrease the 

internal stresses. From literature it is known, however, that it is 

much easier to remove back stresses by plastic deformation than to 

build up back stresses [16], [17]. In the modified kinematic model 

this effect is taken into account at least qualitatively correct. 

Finally, some remarks about the classical Mroz model, which in 

the limit behaves the same as the isotropic model if no unloading 

occurs. The reason for this rather unexpected behavior is due to a 

peculiarity of the model shown in fig. 11. In this figure the 

A 

B 

Fig. 11. Load-path dependency of Mroz hardening model. 
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starting situation is shown; the first yield surface has been shifted 

and just touches the second yield surface in point A. Now we want to 

move the stress point to the opposite point B on the second yield 

surface. The most straightforward way to do this is to move along a 

straight line (a); then an amount of plastic deformation is necessary 

to move the stress point from C to B. 

It is also possible, however, to move the stress point along the 

sec'Ond yield surface (b). It then is only necessary to insure that 

the material stays at yield all the time; the amount of plastic 

deformation needed for this, however, can be made arbitrarily small. 

Hence a point outside the first yield surface (elastic region) can be 

reached with a vanishingly small amount of plastic deformation. This 

peculiarity is basically caused by the property of the model that of 

a family of active yield surfaces the motion of the inner yield sur

faces has no effect on the hardening. 

We have now discussed the theoretical aspects of the various 

models in considerable detail. The important question remaining is 

whether the theories presented here can be verified experimentally. 

The results of the simple shear test can be verified easily in an 

integrated form if a solid cylindrical rod is subjected to tors ion, 

with the length of the specimen fixed. Then, at each point of the 

rod, the simple shear conditions are satisfied exactly; only the 

shear strain is a function of the radius. So far, we have not 

carried out torsion tests with zero axial strain. However, torsion 

tests in which axial force was kept zero have been reported [18], and 

the results obtained at least qualitatively agree with the predicted 

effects. 

The tests were carried out on a low carbon (0.06% C) steel and 

on various plain carbon steels, with carbon contents up to 0.85%. 
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The results are reported in detail in [18]; here, the main results 

will be reviewed briefly. 

--The measured shear stress-shear strain curves are lower than the 

ones obtained from uniaxial tensile data with use of the Von Mises 

equivalent stress concept. 

--The deviation discussed above is small for the low carbon steel, 

and very pronounced for the high carbon steel. 

--The high carbon steel (0.85% C) sometimes showed torsional in

stability for y ~ 0.3; this instability could be partly attributed 

to thermal softening effects. 

--With thermal effects suppressed, instability could be delayed to y 

~ 1.5 for the 0.85% C steel. The uniaxial tensile data show no 

softening at all in this strain range. 

--All specimens elongate during torsion; the ratio of axial strain 

rate to shear strain rate varies from 0.01 for the low carbon steel 

to 0.02 for the high carbon steel. 

In [18), an attempt is made to explain the above observations by 

microstructural arguments; no reference is made to the effect of 

backstresses, although it is known that in a high carbon steel the 

backs tresses are much more pronounced than in low carbon s tee 1. In 

some preliminary experiments, the authors have carried out similar 

torsional tests on alloyed aluminum, brass and low carbon steel 

specimens; the findings basically confirm the results obtained in 

[18]. The aluminum specimens consistently failed at a strain y ~ 

0.8; the low carbon steel specimens on the other hand were taken up 

to a strain of y•5.0; at that stage no signs of instability could be 

observed. The elongation ratio again had values from 0.01 (steel) to 

0.02 (brass). 
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Based on these observations, the authors strongly believe that 

the anisotropic hardening effects discussed before indeed occur in 

real materials. 

6. Concluding remarks 

It has been demonstrated in this paper that anisotropic harden

ing of materials as is observed in cyclic loading of specimens, plays 

a very important role in some large strain metal deformation 

processes. This is particularly the case in situations where 

prolonged shearing occurs, such as in torsion, as well as in compres

sion between surface without lubrication. As yet it is not clear to 

which extent these phenomena also play a role in technologically im

portant processes such as extrusion and rolling. In processes with 

prolonged shearing the theory predicts phenomena such as torsional 

instability and elongation of torsion rods, which is at least in 

qualitative agreement with experimental observations. The classical 

Prager-Ziegler kinematic theory also predicts instabilities in other 

situations; it is, however, not likely that these particular 

phenomena actually occur. 

Although it is clear that anisotropic hardening may have a large 

influence in metal forming processes, it is not at all clear which 

currently available plasticity models predict these effects 

correctly; certainly more research will be needed in this area. 

Conversely however the observations made in this paper may contribute 

to the development of these theories. Results of con t r o 11 e d large 

strain tests may well yield additional insight to the anisotropic 

work hardening behavior of metals, in particular with respect to the 

multiaxial behavior. Also, it may be worthwhile to examine whether 

the large strain theory presented here would have any consequences 

for cyclic loading experiments, particularly for those in torsion. 
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If such an effect exists, it may provide further means to analyze 

plastic material behavior under multiaxial loading conditions. 

Footnote 

Recently a 1977 paper by G. Backhaus [19] was brought to the 

attention of the authors, in which the elongation of cylindrical 

tubes in torsion was discussed. In [19], a derivation similar to the 

one in this paper was presented, and the author draws essentially the 

same conclusion as we do, namely that the finite rotation effects 

provide an adequate explanation for the elongation of the tubes. 
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CHAPTER Ill.l. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
AND APPLICATIONS 

The reason for experiments mentioned in the Introduction {Chapter I) 

is excellently shown by Kudo and Matsubara {1979). They collected 

and compared the analyses of various research groups on the upset

ting process of a cylindrical workpiece of given dimensions, boun

daryconditionsand material data, each group using their own numeri

cal methods and computational facilities. 

Considerable discrepancies among the results were observed in bulge 

profile, onset of folding, upsetting load and equatorial stresses. 

Not all of these differences could be recognized as originating only 

from the number and shape of elements, or from the incremental step 

size or from other computational procedures. They concluded that the 

computed results should be compared with results of a carefully con

trolled experiment. 

In general it can be stated that a finite element approximation for 

large strain plasticity theory will be a valuable tool for the ana

lysis of practical metalforming processes. Apart from all the nume

rical difficulties to be encountered, the obtained solutions must be 

treated with a fair amount of caution, since they are also based on 

simplified assumptions concerning the material behaviour. 

In the phenomenological theory of time-independent plasticity, sim

plified macroscopic models for the material response to multi-axial 

loading are used. The degree of simplification depends on the dispo

sal of material data, the nature of the problem and loading, and on 

the convenience of the mathematical representation and the way to 
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get through the solving process mathematically. 

In a given finite element computer programme for large strain plas

ticity several consistent possibilities to model the material be

haviour are included. Such models at best predict the response of a 

limited class of materials for a limited range of loading. 

So, it must be investigated which available material model in the 

computer programme fits in best with the real behaviour of the mate

rial under consideration in the application. 

The MARC programme needs rather simple input data for the cons.ti tu

tive equations: a piecewise linear workhardening curve - relating 

increments of stress to increments of plastic strain - for instance 

determined from an uniaxial tensile test and a verdict about the na

ture of hardening (isotropic, kinematic or a prescribed combination 

of both). All other modelling for the plasticity theory as yield 

surface, normality, convexity, pressure independence are preprogram

mad. 

So, in general, it is understandable, that the usefulness of the 

theory and modelling in solving practical problems should be veri

fied experimentally. 

The finite element formulation for large strain plasticity allows 

for the calculation of material flow and local distributions of 

variables as stresses, strains etc. So, an experimental setup for 

the verification of the theory can also be directed to the deter

mination of these quantities. 

As was already pointed out in the Introduction, in the study of the 

process of axial-symmetric compression the attention was focussed 

on the phenomena in the tool-workpiece interface. 

All input data for a numerical calculation of the stress distri

bution in that interface agree rather well with the physical model, 

but an assumption has to be made about the frictional behaviour in 

the tool-workpiece interface. 

Apart from the large strain plasticity finite element formulation, 

it is the nature of that assumption that does distinguish this study 

from the work of other researchers on this topic ~ley, Sturgess 

and Rowe (1980)). 
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In particular, they perform a numerical calculation on the assump

tion of constant shear factor or of constant dry friction and try to 

verify that analysis by an experiment. So, if the results disagree, 

it is not known if the modelling of the plasticity theory or the 

friction assumption is accountable for that. 

Another cause may be found in the nature of the experiment. 

Sometimes the experiments used for the verification can also form 

a reason for disagreement between calculation and experiment. Some 

researchers suppose to confine themselves to very simple experiments 

which are limited to the comparison of global quantities, for in

stance the value of total forces. 

In other studies indeed a normal stress distribution in the tool

workpiece interface is measured, for example by means of pressure 

sensitive pins (Van Rooyen and Backofen (1960), Walther (1974), 

Dietrich and Petryk (1979)), or via grid-pattern techniques (Durell~ 

Parks and Feng (1967), Danckert and Wanheim (1979), or by means of 

X-ray methods (Baltov, Bontcheva, Kazandjiev, Radovanov and Vodeni

cha.rov (1979)). 

But in all these experiments the essential aids do influence the 

measurements in some way, or additional relations are not verified. 

Such a situation cannot lead to detached and reliable results. 

In the present study at chapter IV.2 a paper is enclosed in which a 

novel experimental procedure is proposed for recording in the tool

workpiece interface the material displacements as well as the hydro

static stress distribution. 

The method is based on the pressure-dependent shift in wavelength of 

the R1-fluorescence line of ruby and can be measured by a relatively 

simple optical system. In the experimental model a number of small 

ruby particles, embedded in the surface of the aluminium sample, are 

visible through a tool of sapphire or diamond. 

During the quasi-static simulation of the upsetting process, they 

act as opto-mechanical sensors for the measurement of local stresses 

and material flow in the interface. The displacements can be inter

preted as a measure for frictional boundary conditions and are used 
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as input data for the finite element calculations. 

Then the numerical calculations for the stress distributions are 

carried out. The final results are then verified by the stress dis

tributions obtained from the same experiment as the material (in

put)-displacements came from. 

So, with this scheme there exists a strong interaction between the 

experimental method and the theoretical model as to be solved by the 

finite element technique, whereas no additional assumptions on the 

friction have to be made for this particular problems. 

This procedure applied to different geometries should lead to know

ledge of the frictional behaviour for this type of problem in order 

to perform afterwards finite element calculations on other geome

tries without experimental verification. 

In the paper of chapter III.4 several calculations of the upsetting 

process are carried out on different assumptions for the material

and the friction-modelling. Just to investigate the sensitivity for 

the friction model in the calculations, prescribed displacements as 

well as dry friction conditions (eonstant over the interface area) 

are taken into account. The hardening behaviour of the material was 

initially assumed to be isotropic. On performing better cyclic uni

axial tension-compression tests it followed that the material be

haviour approached the combined kinematic-isotropic hardening model 

rather closely. Employment of these models furnished a good simi

larity between the numerical and experimental results. Nevertheless 

the feeling existed, that the similarity in the results did only 

occur upto the limited state of loading and it could not be proven 

that it yielded beyond that. At that time the calculations could not 

be extended to larger deformation~ because the rezoning option was 

not yet ready for use. Additional, there certainly existed a need 

for better material-workhardening models (as were reported in chap

ter II.5), but they could not be implemented into the existing MARC 

programme before the end of the p'eriod of this study. 

Few examples are given of finite element calculations on other ap

plications in the field of metalforming processes. Some of these ex-
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amples do not solve a practical problem, they serve merely as an ex

hibition problem showing the possibilities of such a large strain 

plasticity approach. In that sense, there are the simple problems 

mentioned in chapter II.2 that served as test for the right imple

mentation of the required equations into the existing programme. 

From the application point of view, these uni-axial tensile tests, 

prolonged shearing tests, inplane torsion teats and upsetting tests 

for hypothetical material properties are not of interest. 

Under nearly identical circumstances a finite element calculation 

for a thick-walled tube under internal pressure is reported in the 

paper or chapter III.4. Here the aim was to show the possibility 

of residual stress determination. 

In that very same paper the simulation of the Brinell-test for hard

ness measurements is reported. 

Just as the upsetting process, it served as an example for problems 

with an increasing contact area and where friction phenomena could 

effect the results. Also effects of elastic springback are shown and 

the results agree with an experimental verification. The example of 

local upsetting in the paper of chapter III.3 shows that the pro

posed theoretical model indeed can be used for solving realistic 

problems. 
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CHAPTER Il/.2. 
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF FINITE ELEMENT 
ANALYSIS ON AXISYMMETRIC DEFORMATION PROCESSES 

M. BROUHA, J. E. DEJONG, K. J A. VAN OER WEIDE 

Pbilip.r l?.e.rearcb Ltboratorie.r. l;'indbot·en. T!Je Netber/,mdJ 

ABSTRACT. A finite element analysis was performed on large axial compression of aluminum cylinders. 
The material displacements at the tool-workpiece interface and the true stress-strain curve were 
used as input data for the calculations, the former characterizing the interfacial friction con
ditions. 

A novel experimental method was used to determine the displacements as well as the local 
hydrostatic stresses at the interface. Ruby particles, embedded in the surface of the specimen, 
serve at the same time as position markers and pressure sensors. The measured and calculated str~ 

distributions are found to be in fair agreement. 

INTRODUCTION. Simple theoretical models for 
metalworking processes such as upperbound (1, 
2, 3) and slip-line field (4, 5) calculations 
give reasonable accurate results for the de
termination of total load and material flow in 
uncomplicated geometries. Both models require 
some prior knowledge of the deformation be
haviour in order to be applied correctly. 
Further the stress-strain curve is approximated 
by a linear relation between stress and plastic 
strain neglecting effects of elastic deformat
ion and of work-hardening variation with in
creasing strain. 

The more complex finite element method 
allows for the calculation, apart from the 

So for a complete simulation of the process 
only assumptions are necessary on frictional 
behaviour in the tool-workpiece interface. In 
order to get an impression about the accuracy 
of the calculation one needs experimental data 
about the local frictional conditions and the 
stress distribution occurring at this interface. 

Few rather laborious experiments on local 
stresses in the specimen-anvil interface have 
been reported (10). In one of these experiments 
these stresses were determined by measuring 
strains in small pins placed in the tool (11, 
12). Apart from the stringent limitation in 
the possible number of pins, the influence of 
frictional behaviour different from the tool 

material flow, of the local stress distribution itself on the workpiece is disadvantageous at 

during deformation. This information is im
portant in the design of tools for new products 
as well as for a better control and under
standing of the extrusion proces itself. 
Recently, the method was reported to be applied 
for elastic-plastic material conditions in 
situations with large plastic deformations (6, 
7). The finite element program in this in
vestigation is a general purpose program "MARC" 

(8) extended with special options for large 
strain plasticity analysis (9). This program 
performs the calculation with the actually 
measured stress-strain curve of the material. 

higher stresses. Experimental data concerning 
the displacements are usually obtained from 
the deformation of grid patterns at the surface 
of a cross-section (13). These patterns become 
vague at large deformations. 

In the present paper we will report on a 
novel experimental technique to characterize 
local stress and displacement conditions at the 

tool-workpiece interface. We will use these 
displacements, which fully determine the 
friction, as input data for the finite element 
calculation of the local stress distribution 
and verify the latter on the measured results. 
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We apply flat transparent anvils, so that 
the surface of the workpiece can be actually 
observed during the deformation process. As 
anvil material either sapphire or diamond is 
used, depending on the sample size and the 
magnitude of the maximum stress on the anvil. 

Small ruby particles are embedded in the 
specimen surface serving at the same time as 

pressure sensitive elements and position 

markers. To date the use of ruby as hydrostatic 
pressure sensor is a common technique in high 
pressure research. The pressure at the ruby 
particle is derived from the shift in wave
length of its R-line fluorescence (14). 

Results of both calculation and experiment 
will be presented for cylindrical aluminum 
specimens with a diameter of 4.8 mm and a 
diameter to thickness ratio of 6 and 10. 

EXPERIMENTAL. The diamonds used for transparent 
anvils are cylinders of 5 mm in diameter, 
provided with parallel polished flat faces. 

fig. 1. Outline and partial cross section of the press with 
sapphire anvils and specimen. 

The diamonds are held in position by epoxy 
resin in a special device, where force can be 
applied to the diamonds by air pressure. At 
relatively low stresses sapphire anvils are 
used. These anvils are 25 mm in diameter and 

20 mm high and allow for the use of corres
pondingly larger samples. As sapphire has only 
a small ultimate tensile strength of 190 MN/m2 

and a relatively high compressive strength of 
2100 MN/m2, the anvils are prestrained with 
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binding rings. In Fig. 1 the upper and lower 
anvil are visible in the press provided with a 

400 kN ram. The whole device fits on the x, y
table of a microscope. The microscope objective 
protrudes into the conical hole in the upper 

plate. 
An optical method is applied to determine 

the pressure at any place at the interface. 
Small ruby particles with a size in between 40 
and 60 ~m are embedded in the top surface of 
the specimen and serve as pressure sensor. 

Ruby exhibits an appreciable shift in wave
length of the R-doublet fluorescence, which is 
excited by a mercury lamp or argon laser. In 
this technique the ruby particle is placed in 
the high pressure device where it is surrounded 

by a liquid pressure medium. The pressure 
present in this medium is then derived from the 
wavelength shift of the R1-line, which can be 
measured through a window in the pressure 
device. Under non-hydrostatic conditions the 
R-lines broaden markedly. This effect was re
ported as being used to estimate the shear
stresses arising in various pressure media at 
high pressures (15). Although in our experi
ments the pressure on the ruby particles 
certainly is not hydrostatic no significant 

line broadening appeared in the pressure range 

of interest up to 5 GPa. The R1-line occurs at 
694.2 nm at. normal pressure and room temper
ature and has a spectral linewidth of 0.6 nm, 
while the shift due to hydrostatic pressure 
amounts to 0.36 nm/GPa (14). This allows 
measurement of the hydrostatic stress com

ponent 0' m with an accuracy of 50 MPa. 
At the same time the flow pattern at the 
specimen surface can be deduced from the change 

in the positions of the rubies at subsequent 
loadsteps. The rubies unimpededly move along 
with the surrounding material. This was v~ri
fied from the simultaneous change of a groove 
pattern on the surface. This pattern due to 
previous machining remains visible up to about 
30 % deformation. The displacements of the 
rubies fully characterize the frictional be
haviour at the specimen anvil interface. They 
form the right input data for the computer 
calculation of the stresses and material flow 
everywhere in the specimen. 



Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the pressure and displaclll\lent 
measuring system. 
1. rubies 9. prism 
2. anvil 10. neon lamp 
3. objec.tive 11. remavatlte mirror 
4. condenser 12. tense 
5. mercury lamp 13. optical fibre 
6. filter, transparent 14. recorder 

for A< 600 nm 15. current amplifier 
7. se .. i-transparenl mirror 16. 0.75 m monochromator 
6. filler, transparent 11. photomultiplier 

for A> 680 om 18. HV supply 

An outline of the equipment is shown in 
Fig. 2. The ruby particle @ at the sample 
surface can be observed through the 20 mm 
thick sapphire anvil @ with a long working 
distance objective Q) (20 or 32x). Bpi-illu

mination by means of a high pressure mercury 
lamp @ is used, which at same time excites 
the fluorescence. As the ruby absorption bands 
are in the green and violet, filters @ and 
(1) are inserted in the light path before and 
behind the rubies which cut off light with 
wavelengths longer than 600 nm and shorter than 

680 nm respectively. In this situation only the 
fluorescent rubies are visible through the 
microscope,the intense mercury light being e
liminated. 

Through a cross-hair eyepiece the po
sitions of the rubies are measured with 1 um 
resolution micrometers. Then the prism @ is 
removed and the ruby light is focussed by a 
lense @ on an optical fibre @ . The other 
end of the glsssfibre bundle is slit shaped to 
match the entrance slit of a 0.75 m monochro
mator @. Slit widths of 120 IJlll form a good 
compromise between resolution and intensity. A 
photomultiplier @ , current amplifier @ 
and recorder @ measure the light intensity 
at the exit slit. Each measurement starts by 
recording the neon spectral line at 692.95 nm 
as reference. The neon light @ enters the 
optical fibre via a separate mirror @ . This 
mirror is removed immediately after the neon 

line is measured so that the R1-line is meas
ured in the same run. This allows for an 
accuracy of the R1-line shift of 0.02 nm cor
responding to 50 MPa. 

In Fig. 3 an example of a measurement is 
given. One clearly observes the shift of the 
R1-line towards higher wavelengths, corres
ponding to larger pressures. The dashed curve 
is a recording of both ruby lines without the 
reference line at normal pressure. The R2-line 
shifts in a similar way, eo that it moves 
away from the neon line and becomes visible at 
higher pressures. 

The height reduction of the sample at 
subsequent loadsteps is derived from the 

electrical capacity between the binding-rings 
of the sapphire anvils. The bottom plate rests 
on A12o3 disks and is isolated from other parts 
of the press. The distance between the sapphire 
anvils was calibrated at various loads. In this 
way the height reduction of the specimen canbe 
measured with an accuracy of 1 to 10 urn. The 
smaller the height the better the accuracy is, 
as the capacity varies as the reciprocal 
distance between the rings. 

neon 

693 695)Jnm) 

Fig. 3. Example of a mea.urement. 
The dashed tine shows the hto ruby fluorescence lines 
without pressure. The solid lines represent the neon 
reference Une and the R,-fluorescence line at 
various pressures. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. Experiments were per
formed on cylinders cut from drawn and annealed 
aluminum wire. The cylinder planes were 
finished to optical flatness and parallelism. 
The aluminum is commercially available with a 
purity better than 99.5 % (material coding 
DIN 3.0255.10). Prior to the experiment the 
specimen and the anvils are cleaned with 
alcohol. No lubricant is applied. 

In Fig. ~ the tracks of the rubies at 
subsequent height reductions are shown for a 
specimen having a diameter of 48 mm and dia
meter to height ratio D/h =10. These tracks 
deviate markedly from straight radial dis
placements especially in the central region. 
By drawing the tangent to the trajectories at 
various loadsteps one observes that their 
point of intersection~ iye. the point where no 

material movement takes place, shifts gradualzy 
from about the coordinates ( .40,.05)mm towards 
the geometrical centre. This is a process that 
we observed in all experiments. Initially the 
pressure distribution is flat, so that thereis 
no need for the material to flow from the 
centre. This can be seen in Fig. 5a, b. Here 
the measured hydrostatic stress (-O'M) is 
plotted versus the radii of the ruby positions 
at various deformation steps. In Fig. 5a the 
results obtained on rubies near to the x-axis 
are plotted, in Fig. 5b those near to the y
axis. From the dashed lines through the radii 
tion, one notices an initial sticking behaviour 
of the material up to 12 % deformation. Then 
the material starts to slip mainly in the 
outer area, while a shallow pressure maximum 
arises at about 1/3 of the cylinder radius. 
Later on a peak in the pressure distribution 
is formed in the central region due to pro
nounced effects of strain-hardening and fric
tion in the outer area. 

From the fact that the shape of the 
specimens after deformation is still cylin
drical, we may conclude that the drawn wire 
has axisymmetrical mechanical properties. So 
the initial non-radial displacement of the 
rubies can not be ascribed to inhomogeneity of 
the starting material. For, if a cylinder is 
cut from rolled sheet even with its axis paral
lel to the rolling direction one ends up with 
an elliptical shape after deformation. This is 
due to texture which varies over the thickness 
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of the sheet material. 
In Fig. 6 similar displacements of the 

rubies are observed for a specimen with the 
same diameter but an initial height corres
ponding to D/h=6. Also, see Fig. 7, the shape 
of the pressure distribution markedly resembles 
that of the sample having an initial value of 
10 for D/h. Only the pressure values are 
slightly lower at the same degree of deforma
tion. Further the initial stick-slip behaviour 
is less pronounced. 

NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS. The calculations were 
carried out by means of the finite element 
method using the MARC general purpose finite 
element computer program. At first we want to 
make some remarks about input data and cal
culation procedure. 
- For the elementmesh 120 4-node isoparametric 

quadrilateral axisymmetric elements were 
used. 

- The true stress-strain curve is determined 
from a standard tensile test. In Fig. 8 this 
curve is shown. The stress and strain values 
at the circular marks are used as input for 
the program which reconstructs the curve by 
linear interpolation. 

- The boundary conditions are derived from the 
experiments. The measured ruby displacements 
form the input data, together with the cor
responding height reduction. 
The plotted crosses in Fig. 9 represent 
these displacements with respect to the 
height reduction. To this data, curves ofthe 
type Ah=aho(1-R~/R2 ) were fitted; Fig. 9 
shows these curves for a=1.15. R represents 
the current radius, Ah the height reduction, 
while ho and R0 are the initial height and 
radius. 

- The analysis proceeds incrementally. In the 
first step of height reduction no plasticity 
may occur. Later on the increment size in
creases in a way that a total deformation 
of 60 % is reached in 35 increments; the 
last increment of height reduction being 
5 % of the original size. 
After each increment the stiffness matrix 
is updated to the current geometry. 
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Fig. 4. Displacements of the rubies at subsequent height 

reductions for 0/h=10. The arrows indicate. the 
measured radii of the disk at the x- and y-axis 
at 0, 12, 28, 44, 56 and 62 % deformation. 

-· 
Fig. 5. Measured hydrostatic stress distribution for 

O/h=10 at various deformations. Fig. Sa shows 
measured stresses versus the radii of the ruby 
positions near to the x-axis and Fig. Sb those 
near the y-axis from Fig. 4. 
The inset of Fig_ Sa is a plot of the deforma
tion versus total load on the specimen. 

3 xtmmt - ..._ 

I ' 

1 
Fig. 6. Displacements of the rubies at subsequent height 

reductions for O/h:6. The arrows inditate the 
measured radii of the disk at 0, 20, 43, 53, 64 and 
69 'lo deformation. 

a 

b 

Fig_ 7. Measured hydrostatic stress distribution for O/h=6 
at various deformations. Fig. 7a shows the measured 
stresses versus the. radii of the ruby positions near 
to the x-axis and Fig. 7b those near the y-axis 
from Fig. 6. 
The inset of Fig.7a is a plot of the deformation 
versus total load on the specimen. 
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Fig. 8. True stress-strain curve of the aluminium used 
in the. experiments. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. Fig. 10 shows the 
finite element mesh for D/h=lO and D/h=6 
respectively at the original stage (dashed 
lines) and after a height reduction of 50 %. 
In the D/h=lO case at 50 % reduction the bul
ged free surface just contacts the anvil 
surface. So the element grid becomes very dis
torted and the results for stresses and strains 
become inaccurate. But the results at some 
distance from the edge are hardly affected by 
this distorted element grid. However, re
zoning of the current grid becomes inevitable 
at considerably higher deformations. 

In Figure 11a and b the results are given 
for the hydrostatic stress distribution for 
D/h=10 and D/h=6 respectively. A fair corres
pondence is noticed between the calculated and 
experimental peak pressures, especially·at 

·6 
•h [mm) 

·4 

·2 

0 .s 

Fig. 9. The radial displacement of the rubies are plotted 
versus height reduction of the sample l0/h=6). 
Solid lines ..-e curves fitted to the measured data. 
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Fig. 10. Initial and deformed element grid at SO "'o height 

reduction. Fig. 10a for D/h=10, Fig. 10b for D/h:6. 
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Fig. 11. Calculated hydrostatic stress distribution at 
various deformations. Fig. na for D/h=10, 
Fig. 11b for D/h=6, 

4 r [mml 

larger height reductions. At low deformation 
the calculated values are slightly higher. The 
experimentally observed shape of the pressure 
distribution is much more peaked. The pres
cribed radial displacement curves in Fig. 9 are 
probably responsible for this difference. In 



the Figs. 4 and 6 we already noticed not only 
a radial but also a tangential displacement of 
the rubies. The displacements seem to originate 
from a point which does not coincide with the 
geometrical centre. That point moves gradually 
towards the centre at higher deformation. For 
the radii in the plot of Pig. 9 the distance 
of the rubies to that moving point was taken, 
because these distances then correspond in the 
best way to an axisymmetricsituation as si
mulated in the calculation. As input data we 
used curves of the type Ah=aho(1-Rij!R2 ) with a 
constant value for a. Variation of a greatly 
influences the maximum peak pressures e.g. a 

=1.35 results in -am=35 GPa at qo % height re
duction and 0/h=lO. Prom Fig. 9 it is clear 
that a better fit could be obtained by an in
creasing value of a towards the centre. That 
would result in a more peaked pressure dis-
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Fig. 12. Calculated normal •tress distribution at various 
def~rmatlons. Fig. lla for 0/h=IO. Fig. 12b for Olll--6. 
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fig. 13. Calculated shear stress distribution at varlou& 
def«mations. fig. Ga for 0/h:IO, 
Fig. 13b for Olh=6. 

tribution. But prescribing that varying quan
tity will be difficult due to the uncertainty 
of the corrected radii. 

The normal stress distributions at the 
tool workpiece interface are given in Fig. 12a 
and b for D/h=10 and D/h=6 respectively. The 
curves do not differ very much from the hydro
static stress distributions. This means that 
the shear stresses are relatively small. This 
is indeed observed in Fig. l}a and b where the 
shear stress reaches a maximum of 50 MN/m2. 
This is in agreement with the fact that in the 
experiments the fluorescence linewidth was not 
found to increase significantly. 
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The local (Coulomb) friction coefficient 
can be calculated as well. The results are 
shown in Fig. 14a and b for D/h=10 and D/h=6 
respectively. From these figures we see a 
rapidly decreasing local coefficient of frict
ion at increasing height reduction. The curves 
exhibit the same trend as was reported by 
Pearsall and Backofen (11), although the 
aluminum they used, had a much higher yield 
stress. 

In the central area friction coefficients 
of 0.01 are found, which agree with a quasi
static friction experiment performed on 
sapphire and aluminum with an oxyde costing. 
However removal of the oxyde coating led to a 
drastic increase of the friction coefficient 
(16). Due to an increase of the interfacial 
area during compression, especiallY near the 
edge, virginal material is moving to the 
surface. So a stronglY increasing coefficient 
of friction may be expected in agreement with 
our findings. The experiments and subsequent 
calculations indicate that a constant value 
for the coefficient of friction is not a proper 
starting point for stress analysis. 
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Fig. 14. Calculated coefficient of Coulomb friction at 
various deformations. fig. 14a for D/h:10, 
Flg. 14b for D/h~6. 
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ELASTIC-PLASTIC LARGE STRAIN ANALYSIS 
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MARC Analysis Research Corporation, Rijswijk, The Netherlands 

J. E. DEJONG 

Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to compare the numerical results with experiments, two analyses were carried out for 
which recent experimental results were available. The first calculation concerned the axisym
metric upsetting of an aluminium disk. The disk, made of 99·7 per cent pure aluminium 
(specifications according to DIN code 3.0255.10), initially had a height of 0·8 mm and a 
diameter of 4·8 mm. 

The stress-strain diagram is shown in Figure 1. In a paper by Brouha, de Jong and van der 
Weide 1 detailed experimental results were presented, including displacement histories of 
numerous points on the disk-tool interface as well as the hydrostatic stress distribution on the 
interface at various stages of the process. The maximum height reduction was 64 per cent. Since 
no experimental data were available concerning the frictional behaviour between tool and 
specimen, the displacements in both the axial and the radial direction were prescribed along the 
interface. When the material deforms homogeneously, the increase in radius of a point with 
initial radius r0 is equal to 

[( 
t.h) -l/2 ] 

t.r =Ro 1- ho 1 (56) 

where h0 is the initial height and t.h the height reduction of the disk. The experimentally 
observed displacement curves on the interface were approximated with the equation 

[( Ah)-l/2 ] 
t.r R0 1-{3ho - 1 (57) 
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Figure 1. Axisymmetric upsetting with prescribed slip, stress-strain diagram 

The best fit was obtained for fJ = 0· 87. The deformed shape at 50 per cent height reduction is 
shown in Figure 2. The mesh shows strong distortion near the edges, which is in agreement with 
experimental observations. Experimentally and numerically obtained curves of the hydrostatic 
pressure are shown in Figure 3. The following differences clearly exist: 

1. The overall level of the hydrostatic pressure in the analysis was higher than in the experiment. 
2. In the experiment a local increase in pressure was measured near the centre of the specimen 

for reductions higher than 50 per cent. The analysis does not show this characteristic. 

As yet, it is not possible to provide a satisfactory explanation for these differences; it is expected 
that the effects of friction are very important. A more elaborate study of this problem will be 
carried out in the near future. 

The second problem deals with an actual manufacturing process. It concerns a flat plate in 
which a relatively small circular area is reduced in height. In this process, which is termed 'local 
upsetting' or 'coining', the maximum height reduction is 60 per cent. The ratio of tool radius to 
(initial) height is equal to three. The plate is made of CrNi steel with an initial yield stress of 
52 MPa. Dry friction was assumed between tool and specimen, with the coefficient of friction 

Figure 2. Axisymmetric upsetting with prescribed slip, deformed mesh at 50 per cent height teducrion 
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Figure 3. Axisymmetric upsetting with prescribed slip, hydrostatic pressure distribution at disk/tool interface 

equal to 0·1. Perfect sliding conditions were assumed at the bottom of the plate. The experi
mental data available for this problem were considerably less extensive than for the previous 
problem, therefore the comparison between analysis and experiment is much less detailed. 

The main results are displayed in Figure 4. There is a clearly noticeable bulging somewhat 
outside the tool radius. The shape and height tJ.h of this bulge are in good agreement with the 
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Figure 4. Coining, deformed mesh and pressure distribution on the tool 
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actual shape and height observed in the process. The average value of the stress u ., on the tool of 
3·8 GPa agrees well with the value deduced from the measured forging force. 

In this process a substantial amount of energy is needed for the bulge formation. This results in 
a relatively high radial stress at the tool edge, which prohibits the development of a local strain 
concentration. Therefore the results of this calculation probably do not depend strongly on the 
assumptions made about the frictional behaviour between tool and plate. This may well explain 
the better agreement obtained between analysis and experiment in this second problem. 
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CHAPTER IliA. 

ANALYSIS OF METAL DEFORMATION PROCESSES 
USING THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD* 

J. E. DEJONG & H. GALENKAMP 

Philips' Research Laboratories 

J. C. NAGTEGAAL 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

The finite element method has proved to be a highly valuable tool 

of analysis in studying metal deformation processes. In addition 

it has several evident advantages over the more classical methods; 

it enables, for example, simple residual stresses to be calculated 

and complicated contact and friction problems to be solved, and it 

allows the effect of various plasticity relations to be investi

gated in a straightforward manner. 

The method can be used as an aid in acquiring a novel understanding 

of metal deformation processes and in quantifying the information 

gained thus far, Moreover, the method appears to be very useful 

for the interpretation of experimental results. 

The significance of the finite element method for the analysis of 

metal deformation processes is demonstrated by means of three 

problems in which the above aspects of large plastic deformation 

processes are considered. 

~ Originally published in dutch in: De Constructeur, (;) 89-92, 

(4) 67-71 (1980). 
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Introduction 

The finite element method, which was introduced more than 25 years 

ago, has become a widely accepted and used tool in analysing the 

stress and deformation of mechanical, civil and architectural 

constructions. 

Its application, however, is not restricted to constructions, the 

method also proves to be successful for processes. 

For example, the last few years have seen a lot of papers concer

ning the analysis of welding and casting processes, gas and liquid 

flows, tidal movements, air and water pollution, and other process

related effects. 

It is impossible in the scope of the present article to give an 

extensive list of references; the reader is referred to 

Zienkiewicz [1] , who also discusses the fundamentals of the 

methods in more detail. 

Among the relatively novel applications are the analysis of defor~ 

mation processes in which no metal is removed in general and metal 

deformation problems in particular. It seems surprising that the 

analysis of metal deformation processes had not been started until 

recently, because already a short time after the development of 

the mathematical plasticity theory, many deformation processes, 

like rolling and extrusion, have been subjected to analytical 

calculations [2].[3]. 
However, it should be noted that these calculations concern sta

tionary or quasi-stationary processes, with a highly schematized 

material behaviour. As recently as the midseventies the finite 

element method was used for metal deformation problems. This late 

development might be accounted for by the fact that the method 

used for the analytical calculations is not so suitable for im

plementation in the finite element method. Furthermore, it is 

important that owing to the schematization of the material be

haviour required in the analytical method the solutions found are 

often unsatisfactory in certain essential respects. For the lite

rature on these applications, see [1] and [4] . 
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In the sixties a different method of analysing metal deformation 

problems was developed. Then, formulae were extablished and 

methods developed by which constructions, could not only be cal

culated regarding elasticity but plasticity was also taken into 

account to a (limited) extent [5], [6] • That is was impossible 

at the time to extend this method to metal deformation processes 

was due on the one hand to the small amount of know-how in the 

field of non-linear calculations obtained from the finite element 

method, whereas on the other hand there was no clear insight into 

the appropriate mathematical description of metal deformation 

processes for an approach along these linea. At present the mathe

matical basis of these processes can hardly be misunderstood [7] . 

Figure 1. Velocity field at 5or~reduction extrusion, from [10J • 

Analysis of a deformation process with a fixed net

work of elements. 

Besides, knowledge and experience in the field of strongly non

linear analyses by the finite element method have substantially 

increased (see e.g. Argyria et al, [a] ). 
Consequently there is a growing flood of literature dealing with 

the numerical analysis of metal deformation problems. 
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There exist two basically different ways in which metal deforma

tion problems can be solved by the finite element method. Fluid 

mechanics allows the process to be described as a (slow) flow 

problem; in which the material as it were flows through the net

work of elements, resulting in a description according to Euler 

(Figure 1). By means of solid mechanics the process can be des

cribed as a highly deformed "construction", in which the network 

of elements follows the material, resulting in a description 

according to Lagrange (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Analysis of a deformation process with a material

bounded network of elements, from [9] . 

The two methods are based on the same fundamental equations 

and can also be mutually converted mathematically, however, 

there are major differences in their applications. 

Which mode of description is to be preferred is not quite clear; 

there is a difference of opinion about this matter in the lite

rature • The calculations presented here have been carried out 

following the "solid-matter" description. This method is pre

ferred because, owing to the fact that the elements are tied to 

the material, free surfaces can be followed without any problem. 

Moreover, the deformation history of a certain material particle 

can be traced continuously enabling complex material models to be 

established. The main drawback of the method is that the relevant 

calculations can only be carried out to a limited extent, because 

the network of elements strongly degenerates in the case of large 
deformations {Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Degeneration of a material bound network of elements. 

Work is currently in progress on procedures in which this problem 

is obviated, 

It would carry too far in the scope of the present paper to treat 

the method of analysis at length mathematically and to explain 

its various numerical aspects. A detailed description is given in 

[9] , where also its reliability and accuracy are dealt with more 

closely. 

The calculations presented here have been performed with the aim 

of gaining more insight into particular metal deformation proces

ses. The finite element method has proved to be a powerful tool 

of analysis, allowing not only the existing information to be 

quantified but also new data to be found. 

The calculations were made, using the MARC finite element 

computer programme [1o] . 

Calculation of residual stresses in a symmetrically deformed 

thick-walled tube 

A thick-walled tube is internally loaded by outwardly directed 

forces. For the time being it is left out of consideration 

whether these forces are generated by applying a hydrostatic 

pressure or by increasing the inner diameter with mechanical 

means. The forces are large enough to cause plastic deformation 

of the tube wall. 

These deformations give rise to residual stresses after unloading. 

Sometimes these stresses are desirable, for instance in the auto

frettage of tubes, in which it is tried to attain in the unloaded 
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state a compressive stress in the circumferential direction, in 

order for the maximum (cyclic) load-carrying capacity of the tube 

to be increased by an internal pressure. In general the residual 

stresses are, however, inevitably due to deformation processes 

e.g. with tubes whose inner diameter is increased. In calculating 

the value of the residual stresses the modelling of the material 

behaviour is highly significant. By the use of an elasto-ideal 

plastic (i.e. non-workhardening) material model (Figure 4a) the 

analytical solution of the residual-stress problem can be derived 

in rather a straightforward manner. 

This solution is given in [2] and is characterized by a residual

stress distribution that does not depend on the deformation 

history, once the tube has been loaded above the yield point 

throughout its cross-section. This is not the case if workharde

ning is accounted for, for instance in the case of elasto-linear 

workhardening material behaviour (Figure 4b). For this somewhat 

more realistic material behaviour it is impossible to find an 

analytic solution in a straightforward fashion. 

a a 

E £ £ 

a b c 

Fi~re 4. Plastic material models 

a. elasto-ideal plastic 

b. elasto-linear workhardening 

c. rigid-linear workhardening 

However, the deformation with increasing load can be determined 

analytically for a rigid-linear workhardening material behaviour 

(Figure 4c). With such a behaviour, however, in which the elas

ticity effects are neglected, the determination of residual 
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stresses is in principle unfeasible. By means of the finite 

element method the determination of deformation pattern and 

residual stresses from the material behaviour shown in figure 4b 

constitutes, however, no problem. Such·a calculation has been 

performed for a tube with an initial outer diameter of twice the 

inner diameter, and with a material behaviour characterized by 

E: h :a0 = 1000: 3 : 1 (Figure 4c). 
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Figure 5. Residual stress on the inner circumference of a thick 

tube as a function of the internal overpressure. 

The computational result is represented in Figure 5, the residual 

stress in the circumferential direction on the inside of the tube 

being plotted as a funQtion of the internal pressure just prior 

to unloading. It is clearly seen that the residual stress reaches 

a maximum negative value when the tube has become entirely plastic. 

During continued deformation the residual stress increases and 

tends asymptotically to a maximum value. From approximative 

calculations the maximum value can be estimated at: 

2 2 
a 

9 
= 2h (a ~na _ 1) 

res 3 a. -1 

in which h is the workhardening coefficient and a. the initial ratio 
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between the inner and outer diameters. For the calculated problem a 

is defined to be 2 in this equation, when: 

(Je = 1. 7 ao 
res 

where o0 is the initial yield stress, which is in good agreement 

with the numerically calculated values. 

It is interesting to note that an increase of the inner diameter 

can be indicated for which the residual stress on the inner dia

meter is exactly equal to zero. In that case this diameter is 

found to be increased by a factor of 1.75. 

6 1a e,.5 o 

1 
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Figure 6. Residual stress on the inner circumference of a thick 

tube as a function of the force in the circumferential 

direction. 

Figure 5 reveals that then the pressure has already passed beyond 

its maximum, but the force in the circumferential direction 

(pressure x inner radius) is still to reach its maximum (Figure 6). 

As regards this calculation we have to note that the practical 

usefulness of these results is relatively poor, because the 

residual stresses largely depend on the workhardening behaviour 

of the material. In reality the workhardening as well as the 

residual stress decreases with increasing strain, and can even 
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be or remain negative on the inner diameter. Finally, it is 

doubtful whether in practice thick-walled tubes can increase in 

diameter to such a large extent without intermediate heat treat

ments. 

Analysis of Brinell hardness measurement. 

In the Brinell hardness measurement a hardened steel ball is pres

sed into a relatively soft material with a given force, thus forming 

a pit in the material. 

Upon unloading, the pit diameter is measured which - according to 

Brinell - is a measure for the hardness of the material. 

By performing an elasto-plastic large deformation calculation it 

is investigated whether it is possible to relate the material pro

perties found from a tensile test to the results of the Brinell 

hardness measurement. 
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Figure 7. Calculated force-displacement diagram in Brinell hardness 

measurement on 99.7% pure aluminium (DIN-code 3.0255.10). 

Such an analysis with the finite element method is not a simple 

matter on account of the problem of the highly non-linear contact 

and friction between the ball and the investigated material. 

Therefore several simplifications have been introduced into the 

calculations. 
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First of all the ball is assumed to be rigid, which is justifi

able because it is deformed only elastically. 

Secondly the contact between the ball and the material is assumed 

. to be frictionless, which is correct as far as the direct effect 

is concerned. Since the identation depth is much smaller than the 

ball radius, friction forces will contribute only slightly to the 

total force the material exerts on the ball. Whether the assump

tion is also true as far as the indirect effects are concerned is 

not so evident. For the friction forces affect the plastic defor

mation of the material and, in the case of increasing friction, 

this certainly results in an increase of the normal force. 

Even if these simplifications are introduced, the solution of the 

contact problem is by no means a simple matter. This is because 

it should be possible for the material to slide along the ball 

after the latter has come into contact with the surface. Special 

software has been developed to ensure that the material is dis

placed tangentially to the ball surface, a check for the reten

tion of the contact being made during the increase of the inden

tation depth. There are substantial localized fluctuations in 

the contact forces, because the contact surface area grows 

discontinuously owing to the nodes at the interface coming succes

sively into contact with the ball. 
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Figure 8, Material deformation in the Brinell hardnessmeasurement, 
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These fluctuations are also reflected in the total force on the 

ball, as can be seen from the calculated force-displacement plot 

(shown in Figure 7). This figure also presents the stress-strain 

curve of the material (99.7% pure aluminium). 

The pressure on the ball does not only make a pit but also a small 

rim. The deformed shape of the material under a maximum indentation 

force is displayed in Figure 8. On removing the load the material 

tends to restore its original shape elastically. 

This, however, only slightly changes the total field of deforma

tion. The removal of the load does raise the rim higher above the 

original surface (ca. 5%). Recently such an increase was found 

experimentally for a different material G1] and was accounted 

for in terms of a plastic deformation during unloading. The calcu

lation, however, reveals that the increase of the rim height is a 

purely elastic effect. 

Figure 8 also indicates the experimentally found pit diameter. 

There is an excellent agreement between the calculation and the 

experiment and the values are also found to agree very well. 

The ball indentation depth calculated from the measurement is 

0.35 mm, whereas (after unloading) this depth is calculated as 

0.35 mm. too. From the good agreement between the calculation and 

the experiment can be deduced that the Brinell hardness of alumi

nium may be related to the elasto-plastic material behaviour in a 

uni-axial tensile test. The conclusion that the effect of friction 

in the experiment is slight also seems to be justifiable. 

Effect of the workhardening model in upsetting an aluminium disk 

In des:cribing the workhardening properties of an elasto-plastic 

material the specification of the stress as a function of (plastic) 

strain is usually not sufficient. This is because in such an experi

ment always a tensile stress prevails in one and the same direction, 

whereas in practical situations often multi-axial as well as var

iable stresses exist. Even in a uni-axial test an exact definition 
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of the workhardening model may be necessary, namely when the di

rection of the load is reversed. The workhardening model should 

correctly represent the situation in which the material starts to 

yield in the reverse direction. For a good reason this aspect is 

disregarded when studying problems in which the load is not re

versed. In that case it is assumed implicitly that a workhardened 

material has the same properties as a non-workhardened one, i.e. 

that in all directions the yield stress under a tensile load is 

equal to that under a compressive load. This so-called isotropic 

workhardening model, in which the behaviour of the material under 

reverse load is represented in Figure 9a, is, however, unrealistic 

for the majority of materials. When the load is reversed a sub

stantially lower absolute value of the yield stress is found; this 

effect is known as the Bauschinger effect. 

6 6 6 

I 

• b 

Figure 9. Plastic workhardening models. 

a. isotropic workhardening 

b. kinematic workhardening 

c. combined kinematic-isotropic workhardening 

In this respect the behaviour of the material can be described mora 

adequately by what is referred to as the so-called kinematic work

hardening model [12] , ~3] . In this model, the difference between 

the yield stress due to a tensile load and the yield stress caused 

by a compressive load is at all times equal to twice the yield 
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stress of the non-workhardened material. This behaviour, which is 

also called the "idealized Bauschinger effect", is represented in 

Figure 9b. Although this model approaches reality more closely than 

the isotropic workhardening model does, the form tends to overesti

mate the Bauschinger effect, particularly when initially the mate

rial has been strongly workhardened. By dividing workhardening into 

an isotropic and a kinematic part it is possible to approach the 

behaviour of the material even more closely. Such a model is shown 

in Figure 9c; this model represents a combination of a constant 

kinematic workhardening part and an isotropic workhardening part 

that decreases to zero. 

Apart from these relatively straightforward models such better, 

but more complicated models have been developed to describe the 

workhardening behaviour of a material under a reversed load. 

In this context must be refered in particular to the so-called 

fraction model [14] and Mroz 1 s model [15] . However, it would 

carry too far if these models were discussed in more detail here. 

In the majority of analyses - also with the aid of different 

methods - of metal deformation processes it is implicity assumed 

that the material undergoes isotropic workhardening. The nature 

of the workhardening model seems to be rather unimportant, because 

in metal deformation processes usually no explicit load reversal 

occurs. However, in these processes the material may be subjected 

to large rotations, so that sometimes, the stress re~rses rela-

a b c 

Figure 1Q. Modelling of simple shear. 

a. initial geometry 

b. deformed state 

c. stress-strain diagram 
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ti vely to the material. Hence, it is indeed important: that the 

material model responds adequately to a load reversal. 

As a simple example a piece of material subjected to a shear load 

is considered (Figure 10). The behaviour of the material in a uni

axial tensile test is assumed to obey after yield a linear work

hardening relation. Assuming an isotropic workhardening model, the 

shear stress increases with shear in a linear relation (Figure 11 

curve a). ,. 
t 

Figure 11. Shear stress as a function of shear strain for a linear 

workhardening material. 

a. isotropic workhardening model 

b. kinematic workhardening model 

For a rigid-plastic material with the same workhardening properties, 

it can be easily seen that the shear stress as a function of the 

shear strain is given by: 

0
0 h 

<=73+3y 

where oois the initial yield stress of the material and h is the 

workhardening o~effioient. The shear strain is defined in Figure 10. 



However, if a kinematic workhardening model is assumed, then the 

characteristic of the shearing test is found to change completely: 

the numerical calculation results in a sinusoidal trend of the 

shear stress (Figure 11 curve b). That this behaviour is not caused 

by numerical effects can be deduced from the numerical calculation 

of the behaviour of a rigid-plastic material with the same kine

matic workhardening properties. For the shear stress the following 

expression is found:(acoording to the formulation of chapter II.5) 

0 0 h . 
T = + 3 Sln y 

However, if such a material existed in reality then a shear test 

would not show this stress variation. For, once the shear stress 

has reached its maximum (for y 1T/2 ) , the material becomes un

stable and the plastic deformation will be localized in one or 

more narrows bands. From Needleman and Rice • s survey paper [ 16] 

on the localization of deformation in the case of plastic material 

deformations, this "rotation effect" is however not mentioned as a 

possible cause of localization. It is not clear whether the effect 

does not occur in reality or whether it never has been recognized 

as such. To examine the effect of the workhardening model in less 

idealized situations calculations on the upsetting of cylindrical 

disks of aluminium have been performed (Figure 12). 

This example is taken because extensive experiments had been car

ried out on this process, the results of which were published 

earlier [17] • The measuring results relate to the displacements 
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Figure 12. The upsetting of a cylindrical aluminium disk, geometry 

and material data. 
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in the contact surface between the aluminium disk and the tool and 

to the hydrostatic pressure at the contact surface. For details 

about this interesting measuring technique, is referred to [17 J . 
Previously attempts were made to relate the results of the measu

rements to calculations based on the finite element method [9], 
[18] • The network of elements used in these calculations is pre

sented in Figure 13a. 
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Figure 13. Element meshes used for the upsetting process. 

The calculations were accomplished by prescribing an approach of 

the measured radial displacement to the contact surface (Figure 

14). The calculated hydrostatic pressure is compared with the 

measured one. Up to a reduction in height of ca 30% a reasonably 

good agreement was reached, but for larger height reductions the 

calculated hydrostatic pressure is substantially higher than the 

measured one, as can be deduced by comparing Figures 15a and 15b. 

The calculations were repeated with the same element mesh and the 

same prescribed displacement, now using the kinematic workharde

n:ing model. The calculated hydrostatic pressure distribution is 

recorded in Figure 15c. 

The drop of the hydrostatic pressure with respect to the hydro

static pressure calculated in the isotropic workhardening model 
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is particularly large: at a reduction in height of 46% the pressure 

is lowered by a factor of 3. The pressure is even below the experi

mentally obeserved one. Instability shows up when tha reduction in 

height becomes larger, the shear deformation is then concentrated 

in the layer near the tool, the hydrostatic pressure does not only 

exhibit substantial fluctuations but also a decreasing trend and 

the elementmesh degenerates rapidly. Consequently the calculation 

could not be continued up to 59%. Into the causes of this insta

bility will be entered later. 

The calculations were also carried out using the combined work

hardening model. The calculated hydrostatic pressures are repre

sented in Figure 15d. It is evident that the use of this model has 

more analogy to the experiment than the two previous models [1a] • 

From this calculation it is seen that at a higher reduction in 

height, a localization effect also occurs close to the tool, but 

at a later stage than with the kinematic workhardening model. 
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Figure 14. Displacements (measured, prescribed and calculated) at 

the contact surface during upsetting. 

In view of these observations the behaviour of the combined work

hardening model is submitted to a close examination. Notably the 

variation of the shear stresses is investigated when there is not 
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Figure 15. Hydrostatic pressure distribution at the contact-surface 

for reductions in height of 15, 46 and 59%. 
a. experimental values 

b. calculated values, with isotropic workhardening model 

c. calculated values, with kinematic workhardening model 

d. calculated values, with combined kinematic-isotropic 

workhardening model. 

only a uni-axial compression but also some shearing. An analytical 

calculation of the behaviour of a rigid-plastic material model with 

the same combined workhardening properties revealed that the shear 

stress reaches a maximum at a reduction in height of ca 49%. In the 

finite element method the disk looses its shear stiffness at this 

reduction in height, resulting in that the radial forces on the 

disk do not increase anymore. In case there is a dry friction be

tween the disk and the tool, this is found to lead to a change in 
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the shear mechanism. A dry friction of the disk along the tool 

should give rise to a shear of the disk directly adjacent to the 

tool. 

To be able to study this effect by a numerical method, the calcu

lation on disk upsetting were repeated using different boundary 

conditions. Instead of a prescribed radial displacement was 

accounted for the shear between the disk and the tool by assuming 

a dry friction with a friction coefficient of 0.15, that is uni

form throughout the surface. Also a thin layer of elements near 

the tool is applied as to establish any localization of the shear 

(Figure 13b). The results of the calculation are given in Figures 

14, 16 and 17. 
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Figure 16. Hydrostatic pressure distribution at the contact 

surface during upsetting, calculated values with 

combined workhardening and dry friction. 

In Figure 14 the location of several point on the surface is 

plotted as a function of the reduction in height. 

The displacements are in excellent agreement with the measured 

values except for the utmost test point; it is particularly in 

the central region that the calculated displacements are more in 

agreement with the measured displacements than the approximation 

used in the preceding calculation, as is seen in Figure 16. 
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The calculated values practically lie within the band of the 

measured values. Regarding the shear mechanism near the tool it 

turns out that the region where no slip occurs expands rapidly 

as the reduction in height is larger. 

z/h 

1 

Figure 17. Velocity-profile over the height as a function of 

the reduction in height. 

At a reduction of 42.5% this region is 2% of the contact area, 

whereas at a 52.5% height reduction it has increased to 22% of 

the contact surface, The change in deformation pattern is shown 

in Figure 17, where the radial velocity distribution over the 

height is plotted on a radius equal to 50% of the external radius. 

This figure reveals that at the contact surface, there is a tran

sition from slip between the disk and the tool to shear in the up

per layer of elements: there is a strong localization of the shear 

strain in a kind of "interface", In the calculation the thickness 

of this interface depends on the thickness of the elements at the 

contact surface: in a continuum a thickness of this layer cannot 

be specified without micro-scale considerations. It is even 

imaginable that in reality this transition is only noticeable as 

a change in frictional behaviour. The adhesive dry friction, in 

which the frictional force depends on the normal force, thus 

changes into a "cohesive" plastic friction, the frictional force 
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depending on the plastic material properties. A further study of 

these aspects may provide more insight into the nature and the 

consequences of friction in metal deformation processes. 

Conclusions 

In studying metal deformation processes the finite element method 

is found to be an excellent tool for analysis. It has a number of 

marked advantages over more conventional methods; it allows simple 

residual stresses to be calculated, complex contact and friction 

problems to be solved and the effect of various plasticity rela

tions to be analysed. 

The method can be used as an aid in acquiring a novel-under

standing of metal deformation processes and quantifying existing 

insights. It has also been found that the method is highly appro

priate to interpretation of experimental results. 

Although this method has been developed rather exhaustively, it 

still entails a few problems which restrict its application, 

For example the degeneration of the element mesh in the case of 

large deformations constitutes a problem. To avoid this, it 

should be possible for a new element network to be generated at 

regular intervals duringan analysis, which the existing situation 

is to be transferred to. This is an annoying problem, particular

ly from the "bookkeeping" point of view. A more fundamental ap

proach can be obtained by uncoupling the motion of the element 

mesh from the motion of the material. The potentialities of such 

an approach, which has already been applied in an analysis of flow 

problems ~9] are currently being studied. The processsing of 

boundary conditions, particularly the motion over curved sur

faces in the presence of friction appears to be complicated; at 

present use is being made of special sub-programmes for solving 

problems of this kind. Despite these problems, it is, to be 

expected, however, that in the future the finite element method 

will be a standard one in analysing metal deformation processes. 
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CHAPTER IV.l. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

At the end of the period of research work it was felt that an in

stigation to a correct large strain plasticity formulation had been 

given, embedded in the commercial available MARC general purpose 

finite element computer programme. It has proven to be useful and 

to yield realistic results in the analysis of the upsetting pro

cess, but for general application in metalforming processes caution 

should be exercised. Several questions arose during the development 

work, which could not be answered directly. 

Further study of the theoretical formulations need to be undertaken 

for some of these questions. Other questions could be solved theo

retically, but not practically implemented because the procedures 

in the existing MARC-programme could not be modified easily under 

conditions of general validity. 

After completion of the research work a period of more than two 

years had elapsed before the writing of this thesis. In that time 

several researchers did comment on those questions and found some 

solutions. Especially Nagtegaal and Veldpaus (1982) have been ac

tive with respect to the completion of the large strain plasticity 

formulations. Lee, Mallett and Wertheimer (1982) did comment on the 

improbability of the simple shear test results and progress is made 

in a general description of anisotropic hardening behaviour by ta

king rotational effects into account. Gelten and Konter (1982) ap

plied the rezoning philosophy on practical problems and found it to 
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be an extremely useful feature for analysing large deformation pro

blems. Lu et al. (1982), reseachers of U.S. Steel and Carnegy-Mellon 

University, applied transparent sapphire dies for studying boundary 

conditions in strip drawing. 

These experimentally obtained data were used as input for a numeri

cal simulation process. At Philips' Research Laboratories some im

provements on the experimental equipment and refinements in the nu

merical/experimental procedures were made in the period after the 

publication of the paper of chapter III.2 and suggestions by Tange

na (1979), in order to study some friction phenomena during the up

setting process more closely, were examined. 

All these subjects will be discussed in more detail, especially the 

impact these improvements have on the research work reported in the 

papers of this thesis, in the next chapters. 
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CHAPTER IV.2. 

ASPECTS OF FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 

Computational methods 

With regard to the computational procedures for large strain plas

ticity, the research work is still going on. In the paper of chap

ter II.2 an improved form for the governing equations was derived 

in behalf of the l~rge strain analysis of elastic-plastic problems. 

It was shown that large increments of rotation could be taken into 

account. The study must be considered as the first but important 

step in the direction towards the final goal being the ability to 

carry out an increment~l analysis with large steps in strain as 

well as in rotation. 

There certainly exists a need for it. In the conventional methods 

of solving nonlinear problems only plastic strain increments in the 

order of the elastic strains may be applied, leading to several 

hundreds of increments before a practical metalforming problem is 

solved. As the first example may serve the in-plane torsion problem, 

mentioned in chapter 11.2. The original suppliers of the problem, 

Sowerby, Tomita and Duncan (1977), used some 400 increments for a 

2)-degree rotation, whereas with the proposed method only 20 in

crements for a 60-degree rotation suffice. 

Another example is the elastic-plastic analysis of the cold-heading 

process reported by Argyria, Doltsinis, Knudson, Szimmat, Willam 

and WUstenberg (1980), who use 300 steps for a 60%-height reduction. 
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Repetition of that analysis with the procedure from the present 

study only needed 30 steps. In addition to that, a substantial 

amount of computing time must have been saved because these authors 

used the crossed-triangle element mesh (which will be discussed 

hereafter) instead of the four-noded quadrilaterial element with 

constant dilatation formulation. 

So, for a given level of computational resources the search for 

methods in which larger step sizes can be applied, has simply an 

economical reason. 

To attain that solution - a formulation valid for large increments 

in strain and rotation - a close study of the integration procedu

res of the constitutive equations in the deformation history is 

necessary, and questions must be answered on the most effective 

treatment of nonlinear geomemtric effects. 

In the above-mentioned paper (chapter II.,2) a start with that re

search has been made. As starting point served the traditional so

lution method as it was available in the standard MARC computer 

programme at that time. It is an explicit procedure, generally 

known as the "load-correction"-procedure. It was proven that a 

stability limit exists, leading to the already mentioned need for 

several hundreds of increments in problems of practical importance. 

An improvement of the procedure was attained by first integrating 

the rate equations for the constitutive relation and then solving 

the set of nonlinear equations, for which various methods exist. 

However, the MARC computer programme did not offer an appropriate 

form to apply those methods, so the "strain correction" method was 

proposed. For the time being, based on a linearized strain calcula

tion and the mid-increment plasticity algorithm or mean-normal pro

cedure, fairly good results were obtained. However, the analyses 

were not quite optimal from the economic point of view. Careful en

largement of the stepsize raised as new difficulty that sometimes 

convergence of the solution was hardly gained. A fact that turned 

out to be strongly related to the applied increment size. 

After the period in which this present study was carried out, that 
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problem was studied further and a solution was reported by Nagtegaal 

and Veldpaus (1982). Compared to the present study, two important 

steps have been made. Firstly, the set of nonlinear incremental 

equations obtained from the integration of the constitutive rate 

equations were solved iteratively by the Newton-Raphson method. 

A development version of the MARC computer programme was adpoted 

for this. Secondly, the large strain constitutive equations were 

corrected and handled more effectively, by which the limit in strain 

increment size could be strongly expanded. 

This description results in a relative error in the order of the 

square of the strain increment; hence, even for strain increments 

of about 10% the error in that strain increment is only 0.1~. 

Little adaptation is still needed as load reversal occurs. 

These authors reported and showed in several examples that large 

incrementa can be taken without significant loss of accuracy. 

Eut they still observed the problem of a lack of convergence if the 

increment size increases above a problem dependent value. 

So, there exists an uncertainty during the analysis stage in passing 

that critical value, possibly leading to a waste of computer-time. 

It turned out that this value lies beyond the one obtained from the 

old situation. 

Based on these improved interpretations and treatment of the large 

strain constitutive equations, they carried out several analyses in 

the field of practical metalforming processes. From the examples it 

becomes clear that the old formulation needs a larger amount of 

(small) load steps, to obtain the same results. Enlargement of such 

load step may be possible, but then the results will become very 

sensitive to a (sudden) change of load direction and boundary con

ditions. This sensitivity has disappeared in the new formulation. 

The authors state that the final goal: an efficient solution pro

cedure which can handle large strains and large rotations in a mi

nimum number of increments has almost been reached. It forms an es

sential step towards an economic solution of metalforming processes. 
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Elements and accuracy 

In a study on the application of the finite element method a dis

cussion about the elements cannot be omitted. In chapter 11.2 some 

aspects on finite element types were discussed. The attention was 

focussed on the possible modes of deformation of a mesh of elements 

when incompressibility must be accounted for and with the related 

topic o£ severely distorted elements. 

The elements which the MARC programme offers to model continuum 

situations were analysed in this respect. It was shown that elements 

with the no;mal displacement formulation give rise to a too stiff 

behaviour as plastic flow begins to dominate. It was expected that 

the application of the reduced integration facility could be used 

to overcome the problem of the overly constrained behaviour. Results 

on the upsetting problem showed however, that there exists no stiff

ness response to certain modes o£ deformation: the "breathing mo-

des" • 

.As a remedy of the undesirable const:raints caused by the incompres

sibility in the presence of plasticity, Nagtegaal, Parks and Rice 

(1974), introduced a modified variational principle with the dila

tation as an additional field variable. In fact these authors .also 

propose a specific solution consisting of the use of triangular 

three-node elements arranged fourfold in such a way as would result 

from partitioning a quadrilateral by its diagonals. However, such an 

element mesh o£ so-called crossed triangles will distort - as other 

meshes do - during continuous loading, where the diagonal node will 

drift away from its preferred position. So, either the current state 

o£ the mesh must be accepted, whereas the growing deviation leads 

perhaps to an increasing chance o£ a locally too stiff behaviour, or 

the displacement o£ the original diagonal-node must be moved to the 

current diagonal point introducing an error in equilibrium. In addi

tion, such a solution holds only for two-dimensional problems and, 

as pointed out, no full guarantee is obtained about its effective-

ness. 

Hence, the modified approach was adopted and applied to the four-
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node quadrilateral element where, independently of the linear dis

placement field, a piecewise constant dilatation field is assumed. 

In the solution scheme the dilatational part of the strains in the 

integration points is replaced by the centroidal value for the di

latation. In this way a growing inaccuracy in the solution could 

develop, because the relation of the dilatation to the displacement 

gradients is not completely fulfilled. In general this effect was 

not observable, except at the elements which are adjacent to the 

center-line in axisymmetric problems. See for instance Fig. 24 in 

chapter III.3. With the four-node quadrilateral element and constant 

dilatation formulation satisfactory results were obtained. Because 

of the undesirable behaviour of the eight-node quadrilateral element, 

such an element with a linear dilatation field is not worked out any 

further. This leads to the conclusion that for the analysis of a two 

dimensional plane strain or axisymmetric large elastic-plastic pro

blem only two element types are usable : a three-node triangle in 

a crossed-triangle arrangement and a four-node constant dilatation 

element. Beforehand it can be stated that the application of other 

elements possesses a raised level of deviating results. The same 

holds for three-dimensional problems where the eight-node cube ele

ment with constant dilatation forms the preferred choice of the ele

ment type. 

Some additional remarks about accuracy need to be made. In the up

setting analysis the element mesh size selection is a compromise 

between the accuracy o£ the calculated results and the element dis

tortion as loading proceeds. See e.g. Fig. 19 and 20(Ch. II.2),where 

especially the comer-element is considered: the larger the element 

in z-direction, the longer it takes before the element distorts to 

the inside-out situation, whereas the expected stress gradient de

mands smaller elements. In fact the latter has a higher priority: 

better an accurate result for small height reduction than a doubt

ful result for a larger one. 

Another factor that influences the accuracy, is the explicit demand 

to take elastic effects into account in a large elastic-plastic ana

lysis. That required accuracy can be reached by increasing the num-
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ber of significant figures. In total this leads to high computational 

cost and rather a fine mesh, which generally speaking, may restrict 

the total amount of possible deformation. That depends, of course, on 

the problem under consideration. But in practice a fine mesh is evi

dent for problems with moderate stress gradients. It is also the case 

for problems with curved boundaries or abruptly changing boundary 

conditions. Oscillations that would result from the discretization 

error associated with a piecewise linear approximation of such boun

daries, can be influenced by adaptation of the meshsize. Examples of 

such oscillations are shown in the analysis of the Brinell hardness 

test in chapter III.4, and in the analysis of the forward extrusion 

problem at the outward die by Lee, Mallett and McMeeking (1977). 
Another example occurs in a backward extrusion problem when an ele

ment-boundary moves along the tool surface. At some instant a node 

moves outside the tool-diameter, whereas the other node is still 

on the tool surface. For instance, Hartley, Sturgess and Rowe (1978), 
made a study to simulate corner node displacements in such problems. 

The mesh rezoning technique - to be discussed hereafter - is a very 

efficient tool to handle these kind of problems. Prior to the dis

cussion, about the accuracy of the method must be stated that slight 

errors may result from the proposed extrapolation-interpolation pro

cedure. But the regular application of the facility during a process 

simulation and the use of a not too coarse element mesh turns out to 

be simple directions for use in most practical situations. 

Rezoning-technique 

In the introductory contemplation at chapter 11.1 it is already men

tioned that the application of the updated Lagrange procedure in fi

nite strain plasticity calculations may lead to a considerable dis

tortion of the element mesh during continuously increasing load con

ditions.The development of the mesh rezoning technique is reported 

in the paper of chapter 11.4, whereas Gelten and Konter (1982) re

ported about the application of this technique to metal forming pro-
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cesses. 

Their first example is related to the one in the present study: the 

upsetting of an axisymmetric disk of commercially pure aluminium. 

To obtain conditions for which the effect of the rezoning technique 

can be shown, the analysis is carried out for fully sticking con

ditions at the interface and the tool diameter is equal to the disk 

diameter. Without applying the mesh rezoning facility problems arise 

at 18% height reduction on the edge of the tool, where the element 

shape is distorted due to the bulging effect. The application of the 

mesh rezoning technique - also before the point where otherwise pro

blems would arise - at regular intervals during the deformation his

tory, makes it possible to proceed with the analysis regularly until 

its end. The resultant total force versus height reduction diagram 

does not show any discontinuity. 

The second example is the onset of the backward extrusion process, 

where the capacities of the mesh rezoning technique show full ad

vantage. Adding new elements and new nodes and changing boundary 

conditions during the analysis enable the proper and accurate con

tinuation of the process. Although the rezoning philosophy was ori

ginally developed to account for mesh degeneration, it is a very 

pleasant and effective tool in prescribing proper boundary condi

tions. 

Also other researchers faced the problem of distorted element meshes. 

Roll and Neitzert (1982) use the same rezoning scheme for the ele

ment grid in their analysis of backward rod extrusion. These authors 

build an automatic atop in their computer programme in order that 

the computation is interrupted when a critical value for the ratio 

of outer and inner circles of a triangle is exceeded. These trian

gles are formed for this purpose from the quadrilateral elements. 

A disadvantage of solving the mesh distortion problem in an updated 

Lagrange description by a rezoning technique is the manual inter

vention during an incremental analysis. Perhaps the manual aspect 

can be avoided but then a criterion will have to be preprogrammed 

which is only valid for a special class of problems. A complete 

automated mesh rezoning capability will not be easy to access. 
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Quite another solution to the problem of mesh degeneration is offe

red by the arbitrary Euler-Lagrange finite element model, as is re

ported by Schreurs, Veldpaus and Brekelmans (1982) and by Huetink 

(1982). Here the advantages of both methods are mixed, resulting in

to finite elements with nodal point displacements that are uncoupled 

from the material displacements. An Euler-type approach is used for 

the element mesh and the material moves with respect to this grid, 

whereas the Lagrange approach is used to account for prescribed boun

dary displacements or free surface conditions and for deformation

history dependent material properties. 

During the calculations automatic mesh-adaptation is accounted 

for, so in this approach the element mesh is not destroyed anymore. 

Anisotropy 

Some comments on the study of the behaviour of anisotropic workhar

dening models in finite deformation theory need to be made. The 

theory applied to the simple shear test-problem under assumption of 

a kinematic hardening law leads to the unexpected results, shown in 

Figure 3 of chapter II.5, where the shear stress grows to the maxi

mum value and then starts to oscillate with increasing strain. As 

said in the Introduction (Chapter II.1), these results were felt to 

be unrealistic, because they could not be interpreted physically. 

The calculations resulted in a continuous rotation of the shift ten

sor and did not account for the real rotation of the material. The 

paper has stimulated further study and Lee, Mallett and Wertheimer 

(1982) reported on a suggestion for the modification of the commonly 

accepted approach to a finite deformation analysis in the case of 

kinematic workhardening behaviour. 

These authors posit an additional variable, that determines a di

rection bounded to the material which characterizes the anisotropy 

effects. 

In the example of simple shear that direction is defined to coincide 

with the maximum eigenvalue of the shift tensor, i.e. with the prin

cipal direction of anisotropy. The spin tensor which describes the 
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rotation of a line element with such a defined direction, differs 

from the material spin tensor. For the simple she~ problem, this 

leads to the result that the modified spin tensor decreases to zero 

if the shearing proceeds, which means that the anisotropy reaches a 

final state as is observed experimentally. 

New in this concept is the introduction of a material-bounded ani

sotropy direction, resulting in a modified spin tensor that des

cribes the rotation of a preferred line element. In the case of 

simple shear, Lee, Mallett and Wertheimer proposed the line-element 

carrying the major influence of the shift tensor. But another pro

posal might be acceptable as well, for instance the line-element that 

coincides with the direction of the maximum principal stress. 

Such definitions must be studied more closely and need to be affir

med by experiments. Such a study can lead to a better insight in 

such phenomena as shear localisation. In addition, this approach is 

based on the preferred line-element direction along which the aniso

tropy is measured. If these line-elements should be interpretable in 

some way as lattice-boundaries, perhaps a relation between the crys

tallographic approach of deformation analysis and the continuum 

description can be realised. 
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Experiment 

CHAPTER IV.3. 

ASPECTS OF EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
AND APPLICATIONS 

In chapter III.1 of the present study it is pointed out that the 

object of the experiment is primarily an increasing insight into 

the deformation process of circular billets, leading to a more 

accurate theoretical prediction of the material behaviour and the 

process phenomena. The method used is novel for this application 

and it offers the opportunity to observe the tool-workpiece inter

face directly. Because a simple experiment taught that grid pat

terns became too vague at larger height reduction, this way of 

recording the displacement fields or strains in the interface was 

not followed. 

The initial study of the ruby fluorescense-line method consisted 

of careful observations of both the ruby behaviour and the fric

tion conditions. An examination of the interfacial displacement 

field learned that the rubies, when embedded during the initial 

phase of compression, do follow the displacements of the sur

rounding material, and hardly interact with each other. 

The fluorescense spectrum also revealed that the line width did 

not increase, from which could be concluded that the shear stress 

is relatively small when compared to the hydrostatic stress and 

the numerical calculations confirmed this observation. So the 

ruby fluorescence-line method, used for calibration purposes in 

high pressure technology, can be rightly used for this application. 
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Not so many geometries were analysed because the experiments were 

rather time-consuming initially. To give an idea, it can be mentio

ned that in an upsetting process simulation consisting of six in

cremental steps it took 40 hours to measure stress as well as dis

placement of the nearly 20 rubies shown in Figures 4 and 5 in 

chapter III.2. It was decided that after the auspicious start the 

operations during the experiments were automatized, including a 

load transducer and a more direct recording of the height reduc

tion. After the automation the cycle still took 5 minutes per 

ruby and per height reduction step, but after recording first the 

new positions of the rubies manually, the cycle for the stress 

determination proceeds automatically. 

Tangena (1979) suggested an "inverse" experiment, locating the 

rubies at fixed points in the transparent sapphire anvils, in 

order to observe the variation of hy~ostatic stress on a single 

spot while the material is flowing between the anvils. The measu~ 

ring cycle could then be speeded up substantially. However, the 

measured values cannot be interpreted now as a physical quantity 

due to the non-hydrostatic stress state in the prestrained 

sapphire anvils. 

The dimensions of the billet were rather limited by the fact that 

the measurement of the height reduction was initially derived from 

the electrical capacity between the binding rings of the sapphire 

anvils. Another initial limitation for the geometry to be analysed 

was formed by the weight-capacity ratio of the pressure-unit. 

Figure 2 in chapter III.2 shows that the unit is placed on the x-y 

table of a microscope, which needs to be displaced with an accuracy 

of 2;um. After the adjustment of the bearings of the table a better 

pressure-unit could be applied. 

All these improvements up to the complete computer assimilation of 

the measured quantities into ready-for-publication graphs for dis

placement histories and stress distributions, were finished only 

some months before the end of the period in which this study was 

carried out. 
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Some facts of this measuring method and its results need to be dis-

cussed, 

Firstly,there is the observation of the displacements of the rubies 

apparently originating from a point that initially does not coin

cide with the geometrical centre. (See Figure 4 in chapter III.2). 

Some tests taught that it is an introductory phenomenon resulting 

from the fact that the centre of the number of rubies does not fall 

in which the centre of the billet. When starting the process the 

rubies must be pressed first into the material, of course, starting 

with the largest of the friable particles varying in size from 

30 to 70;um. It takes some time (= few height reduction steps) be

fore all of the rubies are embedded in the billet material and do 

behave like the latter. Secondly, there is the scatter in the 

measured stresses which amounts more than the accuracy of the 

stress determination of 0.05 GPa. It may be caused by the poly

cristalline structure of the samples (with an average grain size 

of 200;um) in which these ruby particles are embedded. On a micro

scale view there certainly does not exist a homogeneous situation. 

It is also observed that some rubies are drowned, thus indicating 

that not only sliding occurs in the interface, but also rotation 

takes place. This mechanism is responsible for the supply of fresh 

material to the surface, but the presence of a ruby may disturb 

this process locally. In addition , this non-oxidized aluminium 

has a larger coefficient of friction than the original skin of the 

material. All these influences together may cause the scatter in 

the measured stress quantities. 

Another fact that needs closer examination forma the comparison of 

the experimental results with the calculated hydrostatic stress 

distribution. The first results - reported in the paper of chapter 

III.2 - are based on an extrapolated stress-strain curve as ob

tained from a standard tensile test and assuming isotropic work

hardening behaviour. In addition to this, the relation between the 

prescribed displacements and the measured displacements is chosen 

to be approximated with a constant-volume like curve as is the 

case for homogeneous deformation. Regarding the factor 6 as a 



constant in the formula in chapter III.3, a good fit was obtained 

for 8 = 0,87. This value is mainly based on the subsequent outer 

diameter as deformation proceeds and could be used for both the 

D/h = 6 and D/h 10 geometries and for height reductions up to 

60%. A fair agreement in the measured and the calculated stress 

distributions for smaller height reduction is noticed. From the 

experiments at larger height reductions resulted a local increase 

in pressure near the center of the specimen. This characteristic 

was not affirmed from the calculations which was believed to ori

ginate from the simple formulation for the prescribed displace

ments at the interface. After it was realized that the nature of 

the workhardening model does influence the results considerably, 

carefully controlled tension-compression tests revealed that the 

workhardening behaviour for the material under consideration was 

best characterized by the combined isotropic-kinematic workharde

ning model. New calculations accounting for that workhardening 

model and based on another prescribed displacement field, approxi

mated by a linear variation of B along the radius resulted in the 

plots of Figure 15d in chapter III.4. A good agreement is now ob

tained, which can be influenced positively by still better pres

cribed displacement approximations. That can be deduced from the 

displacement curves in Figure 14 and from the results for the 

stress distribution in Figure 16, both in chapter III.4: a pres

cribed displacement field according to the assumed constant 

friction does not differ so much from the field obtained by pro

posing a varying factor 6 along the interface (linearly in

creasing with the radius from 0.72 to 0.87). 
Proceeding along this way of research - experiments combined with 

numerical analysis - leads to the knowledge of both the interfacial 

displacements and the stress distributions for these kind of pro

blems. Enough experiments then form the basis for an assumption of 

a displacement field to be used for a finite element calculation 

on a particular problem in that class. Finally, enough of those 

analyses may lead to a set of characteristics for such problems, 

which easily can be handled by designers of tools and products. 
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Such a set consists for instance of a number of graphs in which 

maximum load, stress distribution etc. are plotted against geo

metric data, material data and process data. 

In the present study friction is characterized by the interfacial 

displacement field. Other researchers model friction by using 

Coulomb's law, assuming a proportionality between the shear stress 

and the normal stress irrespective of its magnitude and regardless 

of whether sticking of sliding occurs over the interface. (Or the 

shear stress factor m is used). An illustration of both definitions 

is given in Figure 14 in chapter III.2: graphs for the friction 

coefficient in case of prescribed displacements. On the other hand 

Figure 14 in chapter III.4 gives an impression of the displace

ment field obtained for a constant value for the friction coeffi

cient. (The MARC program did not offer at that time other possibi

lities to model friction). Comparison and interpretation of both 

graphs teaches that the difference in displacement fields is less 

pronounced than the difference in the friction coefficient should 

suspect. 

Assuming a constant value for the friction coefficient over the 

entire surface may lead to good results. But it must be regarded 

as a possible approximation to account for the effect of friction, 

which needs to be verified afterwards by other means. 

As an illustration may be referred to Hartley, Sturgess and Rowe 

(1980), who commented on the experimental-numerical procedure used 

in the present study. These authors stated that prior knowledge of 

the surface displacement is required and that the finite element 

analysis alone is therefore not fully predictive. However, these 

authors carried out several analyses with various frictional 

boundary conditions, assumed to be characterized by a constant 

value for the interfaa.e shear stress factor m. That factor for a 

particular material combination is determined from a rin~compres

sion test and relates friction to changes in the geometry of the 

specimen. Their experimental verification is based on hardness 

measurements and grain size determination, which both should be 
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related to the calculated strain distributions. Afterwards it may 

be concluded that it has been a right guess to use a friction 

characterization from a ring-compression test to this problem, 

but in general such an approach does not cover all situations 

for geometry and loading. 

In fact, this present study is based on a better approach: a 

stress distribution and the interfacial displacement field are 

determined independently in the same experiment and are confirmed 

by calculations without any friction definition. 

For futher application it is likely to translate such a displace

ment field to ~ frictional concept. Then it must be realized that 

the measured displacement field is a result of various influences 

originating from the nature of the contacting materials, adhesion 

phenomena, the surface roughness and the relative speed along the 

interface. Such a concept has been posed recently by Al-Khattat 

(1962), who regards frictional sliding as a form of shear fracture. 

It is suggested that the Bridgeman experiment for fracture is also 

suitable for measuring friction, resulting in an "interface 

strength measure" which is geometry-independent. 

Further studies must make clear if this fracture approach can be 

affirmed by experiments, for instance based on the method and pro

cedure described in the present study. 

Apart from the ruby fluorescence line measurement for the stress 

distribution, the fact that the phenomena that take place in the 

tool workpiece interface are observable through the transparent 

sapphire anvils, is most interesting. Other researchers used this 

methode in related fields of application. Wright (1961) studied 

the frictional interactions in machining for a range of conditions 

as occurring between the chip and the rake face of the cutting 

tool by using transparent sapphire cutting tools and making cine

films of the observations. 

Another field of application is found in the work of Lu, Appleby, 

Rao, Devenpeck, Wright and Richmond (1982). They reported about a 
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numerical solution of strip drawing based on measured boundary 

conditions which are obtained via transparent dies of sapphire. 

They use exactly the same procedure as is the case in the present 

study, since they are facing the same problem: a lack of know

ledge about the nature of friction at the die-strip interface. 

The motion of markers placed on the surface of the strip is ob

served through the transparent dies from which a velocity profile 

in the die zone can be determined. Which is then used as a pres

cribed boundary condition in a large strain elastic-plastic finite 

element analysis of the strip deformation. Working back the solu

tion, quantitative data on local friction conditions at the die

strip interface are furnished. 

Applications 

Based on the theoretical work mentioned in the chapters II.2 and 

11.3 a number of applications are studied. A few examples were found 

to be illustrative for the attained results and are mentioned in the 

present study in the chapters III.3 and III.4. 

Other large deformation problems were analysed, mostly emanating 

from current problems. Few analyses were carried out to check the 

formulation on other published real problems. Certainly that desire 

existed, but only in few cases such comparisons could be made. 

The problem of the cold-heading process of Argyria et al. (1980), 

mentioned in chapter IV.2 with respect to the used number of load 

increments, is such an example that succesfully could be recalcu

lated with the finite element formulations used in the present study. 

The most important cause that such recalculations could not be car

ried out is formed by the lack of data which the researchers did not 

add to their publications and through which deficiency the problems 

are not uniquely defined. 

Another problem faced is that certain modelling-concepts are not 

easy to translate into the current computer programme. 

As an example may serve the practice of modelling friction by the 

interface shear stress factor m, as is often the case in metalwor

king. 
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The MARC programme, however, offered neither a standard input facili

ty for such a modelling-concept nor the possibility of usage of a 

user-entry to realise that cunningly. 

Continuing this particular example, it forms the reason, why seve

ral examples of metalforming processes in the publications of Hart

ley, Sturgess and Rowe (1978, 1980) though stimulating for it, could 

not be compared in all its facets. 

The afore-mentioned cold-heading analysis by Argyria et al. is also 

very interesting in another respect. The problem is also treated by 

the Euler approach. Only 18 steps were needed for the 60% height 

reduction, but neglecting the elasticity effects and the improper 

handling of workhardening leads to substantial differences in the 

force-displacement diagrams. 

It is the very illustration of the statement in the introduction of 

the paper of chapter II.2, where it was argued to promote the La

grange approach, despite the apparent large number of steps needed 

for such calculations. 

That particular statement formed in fact the basis of this study: 

searching for methods by which the Lagrange approach could be im

proved to deal with large steps in rotations and strains. 

Truthfully, the Euler approach has also been improved to deal with 

properties of "solids", as effects of elasticity and workhardening 

may be characterized. In this respect reference is made to the 

works of Dawson and Thompson (1978) and Shimazaki and Thompson 

(1981). 

Apart from these developments, if the problem under consideration 

is a transient one, the updated Lagrange approach forms the proper 

basis for analysis. In addition, for most steady-state problems in 

the field of metalforming processes this concept is used also. 

First of all because this concept uses terms which are more related 

to the area of application: practioners in metalforming do not view 

their material as a fluid. 

The second reason is based on the current knowledge about analyses, 

where the steady state was established rather soon during the sub-
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sequent deformation increments in a transient analysis. As an exam

ple can be referred to the analysis of a simulation of the cylinder

on-ring teat, as carried out by Tangena, Hurkx and Galenkamp (1981). 

These authors studied the behaviour of lubricants experimentally by 

means of pressing a cylinder with an increasing normal force against 

the outer side of a ring during one revolution and used the finite 

element analysis to separate the deformation and adhesion part of 

the shear force, of which the total value was measured experimental

ly. References can also be made to the examples of metalforming pro

cesses, analysed by Lee, Mallett and McMeeking (1977) and Key, Krieg 

and ]athe (1979). For the time being, the updated Lagrange descrip

tion, extended with a rezoning facility and numerically formulated 

to yield reliable results for large steps in rotation and strain 

will be a valuable tool to analyse most practical metalforming pro-

ceases. 

Completion of the research work on a mixed Euler-Lagrange formula

tion might change this statement. 
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CHAPTER V. 

SUMMARY 

SUMMARY 

The present thesis contains a collection of publications concerning 

the mechanics of metal forming processes. Certain aspects of a 

numerical treatment by the finite element method exercised to these 

large elastic-plastic deformation processes are discussed. The aim 

of the investigations was to provide an economical solution method 

in the finite element regime for practical metalforming processes. 

An instigation has been given, and other researchers have continued 

this track. More research work needs to be don'e, to incorporate 

material models accounting, for anisotropy temperature- and time

(rate) effects to perform a complete numerical modelling package, 

fitting in the here based framework. 

The industrial impact of the application of the finite element 

method to these processes is found to exist in obtaining data for 

local phenomena leading to a deeper understanding of certain as

pects during such operations, as e.g. tool construction, material 

flow or process conditions. 

For verification of the finite element formulation a careful con

troled experiment is developed. The experimental technique is 

novel for this application and offers several possibili tie.s for 

use on other deformation processes. 

The finite element formulation presented in this thesis is worked 

into the MARC general purpose finite element computerprogramme. 
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STELLINGEN 

1. Het testen van in eindige-elementen-programma 1 s geimplemen

teerde modellen en formuleringen via eenvoudige problemen, 

biedt geenszins de zekerheid dat praktische problemen kor

rekt worden gesimuleerd. 

2. De voor een analyse noodzakelijke materiaalgegevens, dienen 

bij voorkeur bepaald te worden door middel van proeven, 

waarin de spanningstoestand zo goed mogelijk lijkt op de te 

analyseren toestand. 

3. Het oplossen van praktische metaalomvormprocessen (met de 

eindige elementen methode) wordt ernstig belemmerd door bet 

ontbreken van realistische wrijvingsmodellen. 

4• Van de rotaties van de materiaal-gebonden lijnelementen, 

welke Lee e.a. definieerden om anisotroop verstevigings

gedrag in een continuum op adequate wijze te beschrijven, 

dient onderzocht te worden of deze te relateren zijn aan 

kristalroosterrotaties in de kristallografische beschrij

ving van dergelijke vervormingsmechaniamen. 

E.H. Lee, R.L. Mallett and T.B. Wertheimer, Stress Ana

lysis for Anisotropic Hardening in Finite-Deformation 

Plasticity, SUDAM-Report 81-11 Div. of ~ppl. Mechanics, 

Stanford University, 1981. 

E.H. Lee, Finite Deformation Effects in Plasticity Ana

lysis, Proc. Num. Meth. in Industrial Forming Processes, 

Swansea 1982. 

5. Bet verdient aanbeveling bij de analyse van grote elastisch

plastische vervormingen de berekening van de restspannings

toestand en de blijvende vervorming nimmer achterwege te la

ten. 



6. Shaw e.a. verklaarden een aantal verschijnselen bij de ana

lyse van de Brinell hardheidstest door middel van "reversed 

plastic flow upon unloading", daarbij ten onrechte voorbij

gaand aan effekten van "elastic recovery". 

M.C. Shaw, T. Hoshi and D. Henry, Reverse Plastic Flow 

Associated With Plastic Indentation, ASME Journal of 

Engineering for Industry, 101, pp. 104-108, 1979· 

7· Experimenteel onderzoek naar kontaktverschijnselen bij hoge 

drukken is uitstekend mogelijk met behulp van doorzichtige 

saffieren stempels. 

8. Van het grote aantal "solid"-elementen dat in de loop der 

jaren is ontwikkeld blijken slechts de meest eenvoudige 

bruikbaar te zijn voor grote elastisch-plastische bereke

ningen. 

9· Het vergroten van de gebruikersvriendelijkheid van niet

lineaire eindige elementen programma's werkt een toenemend 

ondeskundig gebruik in een hand. 

10. Mensen die records willen verbeteren teneinde een vermel

ding in het Guineas Book of Records te bewerkstelligen moe

ten hun recordpoging afstemmen op hat tijdstip van verschij

nen van een bijgewerkte uitgave. 

11. Ten gevolge van de verkorting van de studieduur moeten het 

bedrijfsleven en de Technische Hogescholen intensief over

leg plegen met het doel een adequate opvang van de afgestu

deerden te realiseren. 

12. Het is niet zinvol de tijdsduur van een fysisch verschijnsel 

te relateren aan de tijd welke de computer nodig heeft om 

dat verschijnsel - met een bepaalde mate van nauwkeurigheid -

te simuleren, noch aan de tijd die de onderzoeker aan het 

onderzoek besteed heeft. 
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